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Today: Partly sunny, 
High 62, Low 50 
Saturday: Rain, 
High 55, Low 45 
Sunday: Rain, 
High 58, Low 51 ° 
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Student Groups Petition for Funds 
SAC, VPS, GPB and Other Clubs Lobby GU for Larger Budgets 
By Apam SuPPLE. 
Hova Starr WRITER 
  

Student clubs have been. in need of money, and 
now they are doing something about it. 

The Student Activities Commission, the George- 

town Program Board, the Volunteer and Public 
Service Advisory Board, the Performing Arts Advi- 
sory Committee and the Media Board will submit a 
proposal for a large-scale increase in the funding of 
on-campusactivitiesto Executive Vice President for 
the Main Campus William Cooper. 

The money, should it be received, will be divided 
between the boards in accordance with each board’s 
needs. Ultimately, the decision will be made by 
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COURTESY OF DAN LEISTIKOW 

Cooper.   
  

SAC to Start Lump-Sum 
Funding to Student Clubs 
By Miro KazAKOFF 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

The Student Activities Commis- 
sion will begin a program next week 
to test a less restrictive, more club- 
friendly funding system. 

Clubs involved in the pilot pro- 
gram will be granted a lump sum of 
funds and will be allowed to spend 
money freely within their budget. 

In the old system, clubs were 

locked into a line-item system of 
money allocation determined before 
the beginning of the school year. 
SAC will also institute several 
changes designed to improve ginb 
accountability. 

The program will involve at toast 
18 of the 78 clubs which SAC over- 
sees, said SAC Chair Gabe Camarillo 

YL (COL.-298).- 
Under the current system, clubs 

under SAC submit a budget in March 
to SAC for the following year’s ex- 
penses. That budget details how 
much money the club expects to earn 
and will spend on various activities 
throughout the year. 

“Each club must plan out every- 
thing,” Camarillo said. Clubs must 

create a separate line item for the 
amount they expect to spend on indi- 
vidual parts, like publicity, of each 
event the club organizes. 

SAC then decides how much 
money it will contribute to the orga- 
nization. Then, each club is only clear 

to spend up to the amount allocated 
for each line item of its budget. 

For instance, a club that allocated 

$20 for event publicity and $40 for 
food could spend those amounts in 

those categories, but could not spend 
$50 for food and $10 on publicity 
without contacting its SAC commis- 
sioner. 

In the current system clubs can 
spend money before earning it. A 
club that is budgeted to receive $100 
from SAC and earn $300 fundraising 
can spend up to $400 through the 
course of the year, regardless of how 
much money they have earned to that 
point. 

Camarillo says several problems 
arose from this system. Relocating 
money from one line item to another 
was a time-consuming process for 
both SAC commissioners supervis- 
ing the club and the club leadership. 
Clubs were responsible for reporting 
to SAC exactly how much they spend 
on each line-item category, but rarely 
Kept such accurate reports, so short- 

falls were common. 
Under the new system, SAC will 

only track the total dollar amount 
spent by the clubs in the pilot pro- 
gram, as opposed to the previous 
system, where clubs were supposed 
to categorize their spending and turn 
it in to their SAC commissioners. 

“Our perennial problem has been 
that we have not been able to get 
actual numbers [of how money was 
spent] from clubs,” said Camarillo. 

Under the new plan, clubs must 
report their total expenses, but do 
need to break spending down by cat- 
egory. Camarillo said that SAC will 
review each club’s outstanding pur- 
chase orders every month. If there is 
a discrepancy between the outstand- 
ing amount on the purchase orders 
‘and how much spending the club has 

“Our sister universities are spending two, three 

and four times more than Georgetown is,” GUSA 

Vice President Dan Leistikow (COL 98) said. 
“Campuslifeat Georgetown suffers greatly because 
campus activities are so underfunded.” 

For example, according to statistics compiled by 
Leistikow, Georgetown spends $119,000 on 6,300 
undergraduate students each year. In comparison, 
American University spends $440,000 on under- 
graduate students for an undergraduate population 
of 5,400 students. Loyola College in Baltimore 
spends $160,000 on 3,200 undergraduate students. 

According to Leistikow, in 1989, student activi- 

ties received $214,214. In fiscal year 1998, student 

activities are slated to receive $200,986, which is 

equivalent to $154,000 in 1989 dollars. 

Leistikow said, the groups are still deciding how 
much money the proposal will request. 

The request came as the result of diminishing 
funds available for student activities, as well as the 
desire to promote campus life at Georgetown, ac- 

cording to Leistikow, who has worked on the pro- 
posal. 

Gabe Camarillo (COL ’98), the SAC chair, said 

part ofthe goal of the proposed increase would be “to 
create an alternative to drinking, promote school 
spirit, and provide an outlet for students’ co-curricu- 
lar desires.” 

“What often happens is students, will avoid a 
campusactivity where thereisan admission fee, like 
a GPB movie or something hosted by one of the 
clubs, infavorofafree, off-campusparty,” Camarillo 
said. 

Camarillo said the the popularity of Late Night at 

See FUNDS, ». 5 

  

reported, the club’s finances will be 
frozen until the discrepancy is re- 
solved. 

Camarillo also said the new plan 
should minimize the frequency of bud- 
geting shortfalls. Previously, clubs 

could spend up ‘to the total of the 
combined amount they were to earn 
through SAC dispensation and pro- 
jected fundraiser/event income, which 
occasionally led to these shortfalls. 

The pilot program clubs, however, 

will now only be able spend the 
amount they currently have in their 
account, based on SAC dispensation 
and their income. 

Student organizations chosen by 
SAC and OSP for the program in- 
clude GUSA, College Republicans 
and the Philodemic Debate Society. 

According to Martha Swanson, as- 
sociate director of student programs 

and director of student organizations, 
the clubs involved in the pilot pro- 
gram were chosen because they are 
representative of the types of clubs 

supervised by SAC and because they 
receive most of their funding through 
SAC. 

Camarillo said large, income-de- 
pendent clubs, which are more likely 
to move in and out of the red because 
of spending required before income 
from an event comes in, will remain - 
under the old plan, since it allows 
clubs to spend based on projected 
income, not just what they have at 
the moment. 

SAC supervises 78 of the 155 stu- 
dent organizations on campus. It dis- 
tributes over $85,000 to its clubs, 

which spend a total of nearly 
$240,000 a year. 

Celebration Time 

  
. Junior goal keeper Lori Sousa and senior captain Lauren Hilsky celebrate the women’s field hockey team’s win 

over Rutgers on Sunday. See Sports, p. 8. 

GRAHAM Bucks THE Hoya 

        

  

By Sonya V. CHAWLA 
Hoya STAFF WRITER * 

Student Fights 

For Vote on BOD 

  

The Georgetown University Board of Directors regularly 

By HEATHER BURKE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

GUSA Cites Rights Violations 
In Letter Opposing Overlay 

thing based on square footage,” Cronan 
said. “However, if whatever they recom- 

  

Planning Wednesday. 

GUSA cited violations of students’ 
civil rights in a letter against the propsed 
zoning overlay sent tothe D.C. Officeof ments that have been submitted to the 

The original zoning overlay proposal, 

mend only applies to unrelated individu- 
als, then we would oppose it.” 

According to Leistikow, all the docu- 

Office of Planning thus far have only op- 
posed the current overlay proposal. 

  
makes decisions affecting the future of the student body, but 
the students have no vote in such matters. One student is trying 
to chage that. 

Eric Behrns (COL ’99), a transfer student from the Univer- 
sity of Miami, has contacted University President Leo 
O’Donovan S.J. along with other faculty and students. Behrns 
hopes to convince the university that those who eat and sleep 
on campus have a right to decide issues such as plans for the 
new dormitory and changes in tuition. 

“It’s really sad that a school with such an emphasis on 
government has such a weak student government. ... Maybe 
[the Board of Directors’] intentions are not as they come off, 
but it comes off as if they don’t want us to hear what they re 
doing,” Behrns said. “[ The lack ofa student vote on the Board 
of Directors] is anti-democratic and I don’t think that’s what 

See BEHRNS, pr. 5     
GRAHAM Buck/The Hova 

Eric Behrns (COL '99) looks to win students a vote onthe University's Board of Directors.     

which would limit the amount of unrelated 
persons in a rental property to three, is 
currently under consideration by the Office 
of Planning. 

GUSA President John Cronan (COL 
’98) said he and Vice President Dan 
Leistikow (COL 98) wrote the letter in 

response to the shift in overlay discussion 
away from the original proposal. The new 
restrictions would includeanoverlay based 
on the square footage of the property or on 
an estimate of allowing one-and-a-half 
people per bedroom. 

According to Cronan, this shift was 
caused by the possibility of the Office of 
Planning recommending a different over- 
lay proposal. 

“[The Office] might recommend some- 

“[With this letter], we wanted to gener- 

alize our response [to the overlay] a little to 
make it clear that any proposal which 

. discriminates against unrelated individu- 

als in an overlay zone is unacceptable,” 
Leistikow said. 

Inthe letter, Cronan and Leistikow state 
the District of Columbia Human Rights 
Act names students as a protected class in 
terms of housing. They cited a July 14, 

1997 report from the Office of Corporation 
Counsel, the District’s lawyers, which said 
the overlay petitionmay violate the Human 

Rights Act because it says one of its pur- 
poses is to reduce the number of George- 

town students living in areas around the 
university. 

See LETTER, r. 5 
  

  

  

  
  

COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. 

TEU B The Hova | 
«Keanu Reeves stars in ‘The Devil's Advocate,’ 
a new thriller which opens in today. Check out the review 
in the Guide, page 1G. 

« Men’s Soccer triumphed 2-1 in overtime 
against No. 18 Pittsburgh. See Sports, page 8. 
- Mandy Tyler and Martha Van Hoy challenge 
views about women presented in ‘The Guide, A little beige 

book for today's Miss G.’ See Viewpoint, page 3.     
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ThekkHova 
Founded January 14, 1920 

Money Talks 
Inrecent years, funding for the Office of Student 

Programs has been hard to come by. For fiscal year 

1989, OSP received $214,214 for student activi- 

ties. Today, the office has a budget of $200,986 — 
over a $13,000 decrease in funds. 

The Student Activities Commission, the George- 
town Program Board, the Media Board, the Per- 

forming Arts Advisory Council and the Volunteer 

and Public Service all come under the umbrella of 

OSP. Although OSP does not have specific statis- 

tics on student involvement, Martha Swanson, 

director of student organizations, said the number 

of clubs and subsequent money requests have 

increased inrecent years. As more and more under- 

graduates join student clubs and activities, OSP 
must spread funds thinner and thinner. This lack of 

funding can have nothing but adverse effects on 

school spirit and student unity. 

Extracurricular activities play a vital role in 

campuslife. Although academics are the university’s 

first priority, clubs and other programs are impor- 

tant supplements to student life. Cultural clubs 

provide students with common backgrounds a fo- 

rum in which to interact. This year, in addition to 

weekly movies, GPB will sponsor HoyaFest during 

Homecoming weekendand Halloweek later thismonth. 

Events like these provide student entertainment and 

instill a sense of community at Georgetown. 

In addition, many undergraduate activities ben- 

efit the entire D.C. community. Programs like 

Sursum Corda and the D.C. Schools Project come 

under the direction of VPS and would not exist 

without university funding. 

In comparison to other schools, Georgetown’s 

funding does not match up. According to statistics 

provided by GUSA, Georgetown spends approxi- 

mately $18.80 per student on student activities. Bos- 

ton College spends $62.77 per student, while Syra- 

cusespendsover $100 foreachundergraduate. Clearly, 

Georgetown should follow their examples. 

In the coming week, GPB, SAC, VPS, PAAC 

and the Media Board, in conjunction with GUSA, 

will submit a proposal to Executive Vice President 

for the Main \Campus William Cooper calling for 

anincrease in overall funding for student programs 

and activities. While the plan calls for a sizable 
increase, the total still would constitute less than 

one-half of one percent of the overall university 

budget. Surely this is not too much of an investment 

to make in the lives of Georgetown students. 

An education is more than just what students learn 

inthe classroom. It is the overall experience of being 

an undergraduate at Georgetown — joining clubs, 

listening to speakers or tutoring underprivileged chil- 

dren. The university needs to take GUSA’supcoming 

proposal seriously and begin allocating more money 

to student programs. It is time for the university to 
renew its commitment to the student body. 

Home Is Where the Hate Is 
According to the Burleith neighborhood news- 

letter, the “Burleith,” Saturday, Sept. 27 was a 

night to remember. According to the paper, the 

normally quiet Burleith neighborhood above the 

university exploded with “the worst nighttime par- 

ties in several years.” The alley between R and S 

was apparently raging with keggers that lasted 

until 3:30 a.m., a series of “tacky and hateful 

blowouts too numerous and well-attended not to 

have been coordinated.” Hoyas taking part in “mind- 

less student drinking gatherings” were responsible, 

the newsletter said, for “organized student off- 

campus depredations and hell-raising.” 

To solve the problem, the “Burleith” had a 

couple of suggestions — parties in the student 

lounges on campus, on the athletic fields and in all 

theendowment houses, for starters, and the bars inthe 

area to finish off our nights. Most of all, the sugges- 

tion was to get the students all back on campus. 

Wow. Well, while we weren’t invited to this 

organized, concerted and spiteful effort to perma- 

nently antagonize the entire neighborhood of 

Burleith, we think we are safe in saying that both 

the situation the newsletter described and the solu- 

tions summarized above are probably something of 

an exaggeration. 

While it is true that parties can be a problem, the 

neighbors can be too. There seems to be a common 

misunderstanding among the permanent residents 

of Georgetown, Foxhall and Burleith that if they 

wish hard enough, say enough horrible things 

about the student residents and tap their heels three 

times all the students and all the problems they 
bring will disappear in a flash of light and magic 
fairy dust. 

Here’s some news for both permanent residents 

and students. Residents, you need to come to grips 

with two things. First, and most importantly, Geor- 

getown won't be housing all its students on cam- 

pus. Ever. It’s not just the fact that the only space 

left on campus is a parking lot towards the back, 

but the fact that students are free to inhabit any 

houses landlords will rent them, and most people 

will choose a house over a dorm any day. Get used 

to 1t: 

Secondly, students don’t care that much about 
you or your feelings one way or another. Certainly 

not enough to coordinate a bunch of parties just to 

anger you. And, unfortunately, many don’t care 

enough to engage in a productive dialogue. 

And students, that’s where you come in. You 

need to realize that while you may only live in your 

house for a year, your neighbors are racking up 

grudges that will outlast you by decades. Would it 

really take that much to walk next door and tell 

them about your plans? Or just introduce yourself 

and give them your phone number when you move 

in? It’s not too late. As for the “Burleith” and the 

citizen’s association that publishes it, perhaps they 

should grow up a bit. Accusing students of con- 

spiracy to commit noisy, “hateful” parties is hardly 

a constructive step toward reducing noise in the 

neighborhood or reaching an understanding with 
student residents.   
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Letters to the Editor 

  

Columnist Should Take Back Her Words 
To THE EDITOR: 

It appears as though anti-feminism is 
growing quite trendy here at George- 
town, But before we start bashing, maybe 
we should check our facts. For one who 
has witnessed Take Back the Night 
ralllies at two schools now, Lindsay 
Kallen’s article in the October 10 issue 
of THE Hoya (“An Excellent Idea Taken 
toan Illogical Extreme,” Page 3) is full of 
misconceptions. 

Thettitle Take Back the Night does not 
translate into women gathering in masses 
to embrace the inferior position and as- 
sign themselves to the bottom, as Kallen 

claims. It is understanding that violent 
deaths are the number one killer of 
women, and that rape does in fact occur. 

But taking back the night is not embrac- 
ing this concept, or assigning ourselves 
toaccepting this. Itis, asthename clearly 
states, not accepting, but rather fighting 
against this violence. 

Which leads to another problem I'had 
with this article. Take Back the Night is 

not women against men, itis people against 
violence. Although Kallenassertsthatany 
male caught in the middle of this march 

would be killed in a manner similar to the 
Rodney King riots, which in itself is a 
downright offensive and illogical com- 
parison, she is, quite simply, incorrect. 
Georgetown’s Take Back the Night (one. 
of the rallies on which she is basing her 
facts) does not only have several male 
participants, butthere are even male chairs, 

who have presumably (and apparently 
miraculously) managed to survive past 
rallies. 

Men can, and have been, victims of 
violent sexual crimes as well. However, 

they are also usually performed by men. 
Yes, the focus of the night is channeled 
toward the people who commit these 
horrible acts, and they do happen to be, in 
an overwhelming majority, men. But to 
say thatthe nightis simply women against 
men is a severe mistake. 

It is also a severe mistake, and poor 
attempt at devaluing participation in the 

rally, toclaim thatthe event consists only 
of a group of women who have had a 
wrong done to them ... or someone close 
to them, as Kallen asserts. A woman is 

raped every three minutes. One in four 
women will beraped in their lifetime. So 
yes, a good proportion of the participants 
in the rally have probably been victims 
or know victims. Apparently, Kallen has 
been lucky enough to not be, or to know 
anyone who has been raped (at least, that 
she is aware of). But according to the 
statistics, as horrible as it is, she may not 
always be that lucky. It shouldn't take 
hitting home to fight back. The night is 
about prevention, and fighting to keep it 
from happening again, more so than 
avenging past crimes. And anyone who 
realizes how easily it could happen to 
them, or someone they care about, 
whether they are male or female, should 
fight to take back the night. 

DEVIN KUHN (COL '00) 

Oct. 11, 1997 

‘Guide’ Misses the Real Issues 
To THE EDITOR: 

We would like to use this forum to comment on the recently 
distributed “The Guide: A little beige book for today’s Miss 
G,” published by the Women’s Guild (“A ‘Little Beige Book,’ 
A Lot of Controversy,” Oct. 10, Page 1). Self-described “new 
traditionalists,” this organization believes “the fight for equal- 
ity is largely a thing of the past,” since so many people in power 
in this country now “wear heels,” naming all of four women. 
(Based on this logic, are we to assume that racism and 
heterosexism are also remnants of the past since we do have at 
least a handful of people of color and openly homosexual 
people in power?) While this limited space is not the time or 
place to dispute the so-called facts of their questionable sources 
(such as the widely criticized Christina Hoff Sommers), the 
Women’s Guild maintains that feminist issues such as date 
rape, eating disorders, and sexism have all but become extinct. 

The Women’s Guild advises us that, rather than fight sexism, 
“If you want to conquer the world (and men), try a dash of 

sexism. 

grace, a flash of charm, and modest flirtation. Remember, the 

known a friend who was anorexic, known someone who was 
raped, has been sexually assaulted, or faced any other type of 

Perhaps the recommended “purring” has been an effective 
deterrent for date rape, sexual assault, and the like. We, the 
undersigned, would just like to reassure any women out there 
who feel as if equality has not yet been achieved, the Women’s 
Center is available to support and provide information for 
anyone. We believe that not only do we need more female 
bodies in power, but that the patriarchial system we live under 
must be transformed in order to truly combat sexism. The 
Women’s Center aims to fight sexual discrimination, em- 
power women, and to include and provide services to women 
of all colors, roles, backgrounds, cultures and organizations. 

Please feel free to come by and check out the available 

resources if you arenot completely satisfied with the Women’s 
Guild’s version of “equality.” 

tigress who knows when to roar also knows when to purr.” 
While of course everyone has a right to their own opinions, 

what is truly dangerous about views put forth by the Women’s 
Guild are their misrepresentations and stereotypical assump- 
tions about feminism. As feminists, we would like to say that 
we are truly delighted if the co-chairmen of this organization, 
as they label themselves, have never been troubled by their 
body image, being sexually harassed, been themselves or 

MEREDITH BRENNAN (COL 98) 

LoRrEN ESTESS (GSB "00) 

SAMA MAJID (SES 99) 
JENNY NIX (COL 99) 

ALISON ROSS (COL "99) 
MARGARET D. STETZ, FACULTY ADVISOR TO THE WOMEN’S CENTER 

STEPHANIE WICKERSHAM (GRD GD) 
RACHEL YOCUM (GRD GD) 

  

Promise Keepers Letter Draws Fire 
To THE EDITOR: Testament is quite tolerant of the practice of slavery (except, 

I’m always disappointed when people cite the Bible as 
a moral authority, especially when they use the Bible to 
defend archaic views. This is exactly what Kevin Barker 
does in his letter to the editor (“Promise Keepers Backed by 
God,” Oct. 10, Page 2) where he cites numerous biblical 
verses to justify his denial of the claim that “women 
possess an equality with men.” Barker seems under the 
mistaken impression that the Bible is the word of God. 
First, the Bible is riddled with contradictions. We are all 
familiar with the story of David and Goliath (1 Samuel 17); 
but according to 2 Samuel 21:19, a Bethlehemite named 
Elhanan killed Goliath. Which is correct? Did Jehoiachan 
become king at age eight (2 Chronicles 36:9) orage 18 (2 
Kings 24:8)? Did God incite David to take a census of the 

Israelites (2 Samuel 24:1) or did Satan (1 Chronicles 
21:1)? Did Jesus ride into Jerusalem on one animal (Mark 
11:7), or did he somehow ride two animals at once (Mat- 
thew 21:7)? The list goes on, but I think my point is clear. 
If God is infallible, the Bible is not His work. 

Nor can we take the Bible as a divinely-inspired moral 
authority, for it endorses all manner of abominations. In 1 

Samuel 15 God commands genocide: He orders the Israel- 

curiously, when it is the Israelites who areslaves). Any text 
which endorses genocide and slavery is clearly not fit to be 
a moral guide. : 

Mr. Barker is right about one thing: The debate about 
Promise Keepers is a debate about “the authority of the 
Scripture.” But1don’tthink this isa debate Barker can win. 

Jeremy Koons (GRD 99) 

Oct. 11, 1997 

To THE EDITOR: : 
To those of you who think that “the fight for equality is 

largely a thing of the past,” as is proclaimed in the antifemi- 
nist propaganda “The Guide, A little beige book for today’s 
Miss G,” (“A ‘Little Beige Book,’ A Lot of Controversy,” 

Oct. 10, Page 1) take a look at the Oct. 10 Letter to the Editor 
from Kevin Barker which supports the Biblical notion that 
“women are the weaker partner,” (“Promise Keepers Backed 
by God,” Page 2). I’d like to thank Mr. Barker for providing 
a blatant example of why we feminists still have our work 

ites to destroy the Amalekites, saying “Do not spare them, cut out for us. 
but kill both man and woman, child and infant, ox and 

sheep, camel and donkey.” Worse, God becomes angry 
when the Israelites spare King Agag. Finally, the Old 

E-MAIL US AT 

HOYALETTERS 

(@JUNO.COM 

MAGGIE KEMPER (COL 98) 

Oct. 10, 1997 
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"Not Much of 
A Break 

CCORDING TO THE GOVERNMENT, TAX RELIEF 

A may be in your future. This summer Con- 
gress passed and President Clinton signed 

a bill that offers education tax breaks for the middle 
class. As part of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, 
families making less than $80,000 a year will 
receive a $1,500 tax credit to help defray the cost 
of tuition. These so-called “Hope Scholarships” 
are designed to make the first two years of college 

more affordable to those pursuing higher educa- 
tion. Beyond the first 

BREE two years, the tax credit 
is scheduled to con- 

      

   
     

HOCKING tinue, though at the 
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Beyond the year. The cumulative 
cost of these tax cuts is 
projected to be upwards 
of $39 billion over the 
next five years. 
For those students who 
accumulate student 
loans while in college, 
there will also be some 
relief. For now, the Re- 

lief Act allows for a deduction of up to $1,000 of 
interest while repaying either your own or your 
dependent’s loans. Each year thereafter, this maxi- 
mum amount of interest will increase by $500 
until the year 2001 when the deduction reaches its 
height. Once again, this applies only to the middle- 
class and is projected to phase out at income 
levels over $60,000. 
Originally, President Clinton had pushed for up 

to a $10,000 tax deduction for educational ex- 

penses rather than a tax credit. Meanwhile Re- 
publicans supported legislation that would pro- 
mote savings through educational Individual 
Retirement Accounts (IRAs). These IRAs permit 

a $500 annual contribution per child-for educa- 
tional purposes. A family could then withdraw 
funds from these accounts for college expenses 
without having to pay a penalty. 
The most puzzling aspect of the final bill that 

Congress passed was the glowing words of praise 
it received on all sides, Republican and Demo- 
crat. Quickly forgotten was the concept of prin- 
ciple, especially for a Republican majority that 
came to power with a gust of passion just three 
years ago. The party that claims to represent the 
concerns of “middle America” suddenly was cut- 
ting deals with the liberal elite. 

As students it’s easy to be taken in by the slick 
packaging of college tax breaks. However, this 
bill complicated the tax code to the extent that tax 
accountants all over America are salivating at the 
dizzying array of new stipulations that assure 
them long-term job security. Also, there is no 
relief for families caught in that middle ground: 
those making too much for the tax break but not 
enough to afford the ballooning costs of private 
universities. By targeting tax breaks exclusively 
for educational expenses, colleges and universi- 
ties will almost surely turn around and inflate 
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tuition to take advantage of the new resources’ 
available to families. 

Ever since the Boston Tea Party, the debate 
over taxes has been at the center of U.S. politics. 
Now the tax debate focuses almost exclusively on 
the winners and losers of any particular bill. 
Oliver Wendell Holmes warned that, “the power to 

tax is the power to destroy.” Though this education 
tax credit will not destroy the country, it fails to meet 
the needs of many American families. At this point, 
we should be considering equitable, across-the- 
board tax cuts and a major overhaul of the tax code. 
  

Beyond the Ivory Tower appears Fridays in THE 
Hova. 

  

1: VIEWPOINT sv, 

Half-Truths, Allegations and Misinterpretations 
  

Mandy Tylerand Martha Van Hoy 
  

HE FRESHMEN WOMEN OF GEORGETOWN 
} recently received copies ofa publication 

which has received much attention and 
been the subject of much controversy on cam- 
pus. Thenewly formed Women’s Guild, founded 
by Bryanna Hocking (SFS ’00) and Dawn 
Scheirer (GSB ’99) distributed copies of “The 
Guide: A little beige book for today’s Miss G” in 
orderto “forewarnand forearm” first-year Geor- 
getown women about the falsities and one- 
sidedness they would be presented with upon 
entering a campus supposedly rife with liberals 
and radical feminists. Hocking and Scheirer, 
under the guise of trying to create a forum for 
conservative women on campus, promulgate 
dangerous, untrue and unrealistic ideas about 
the status of women, both on campus and in 

general. As founding member of the College 
Democrats Women’s Caucus, we feel com- 

pelled to represent another way of looking at the 
status of women and to dispute the allegations 
and outlook of the Women’s Guild. 

“The Guide” claims that because two Su- 
preme Court Justices, the Attorney General and 
the Secretary of State all “wear heels” (three 
fourths of whom were appointees of a Demo- 
cratic President), “the fight for equality is largely 
a thing of the past.” The fact that there are four 

high-ranking female members of our nation’s 
government does not establish the fact. that 
equality of women has been achieved, espe- 
cially not in terms of political representation. 
Women comprise two ninths of the United 
States Supreme Court, nine percent of the U.S. 

Senate, eleven percent of the U.S. House of 
Representatives and 22 percent of state legis- 
latures; if this is equality, it seems that either 
those who wrote “The Guide” have very little 
mathematical understanding of ratios or that 
their desire to have women “develop them- 
selves to their full potential” does not include 
urging them to strive forequal political repre- 
sentation. 
“The Guide” also makes light of women’s 

struggles for equality in the workplace. Women 
earn, according to The Washigton Post, 70 

percent of what men earn, which is “nearly 100 
percent” only if you round to the nearest 100, 
signifying that women still have much progress 
to make in their fight for comparable worth. 
“The Guide” attributes this discrepancy to the 
fact that women have children, so it is logical 
that they will make less money because of the 
burdens they “choose” to assume by giving 
birth to a child. The Democratic Party, how- 

ever, disagrees. Women should not be penal- 
ized for having children as if the condition of 
pregnancy is some sort cf disease or disability 

that incapacitates a woman or that lessens he 
ability to perform well at her job. : 

“The Guide” also downplays the importance 
of crucial issues for college women such as date 
rape and other types of sexual violence, accus- 
ing feminists of inflating statistics. “The 
Guide’s” own statistics, however, partially come 
from the pollster of the Independent Women’s 
Forum, the organization which underwrote the 
cost of its publication, hardly an unbiased or 
objective source. The precision of the statistics 
is not as important as the recognition that 
situations such as date rape and eating disor- 
ders are enormous problems on college cam- 
puses and need to be substantively addressed and 
given priority in the realm of public discussion 
and activism rather than dismissing them as types 
of “feminist hype” and ignoring them. 

All of “The Guide’s” statistics are given, as 
Hocking stated in the October 9 issue of The 
Voice, in order to encourage women to stop - 
“wasting their energy focusing on the myth of a 
male-dominated society.” We cannot help but 
wonder what society she is living in. Inthe society 
we live in, women still have to contend with the 
limitations of the glass ceiling, diminished earn- 

ing potential, sexual harassment and discrimina- 
tion. Thisisnotabout feminist whining or seeking 
someone to blame, but about realizing the situa- 

tion as is, both the progress that women have 
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made and the road that we still must travel. It is not 
about finger-pointing at men or the institutions of 
society, but realizing our own power to stop these 
gender discrepancies in society; it is up to women 
not to conform to the world, but to shape it as they 

want it to be. That is the goal of the Women’s 
Caucus we have started: to encourage women to 
take responsibility for changing society, particu- 
larly in the political realm, by being aware, in- 
formed and active on issues that are important to 
them as women. 

The Women’s Guild has come forth with alle- 
gations and interpretations which have upset and 
disturbed many on Georgetown’s campus. Such 
claims should be the topic of a campus discussion. 
We urge the members of the Guild and other 
women in the community to take part in such a 
forum, which we volunteer to organize.We urge 
the women in the Women’s Guild to put their 
energy to positive use and join us in working to 
inform people about the reality of the challenges 
women still face and the road still left to be 
traveled. The fight for equality isnotover. Women’s 
battles for fair and equitable treatment have only 
just begun. 
  

Mandy Tyler (SFS '00) and Martha Van Hoy 
(COL '99) are Executive Board members of the 
Georgetown University College Democrats. 

  

Seeds of Peace: Planting a Better Tomorrow 
  

  
~ Pete McMahon 

T HAS BEEN SAID THAT A LITTLE BIT OF KNOWLEDGE CAN BE A 
! dangerous thing. Ignorance breeds stereotypes, and stereo- 

types are perpetuated by people who foolishly think they 

know what they are talking about. It is very disheartening that 
Adam Center (THE Hoya, An Understated Brand of Anti- 
Semitism, page 3) has been exposed 'to such anti-Semitic 
comments, and I would like to thank him for educating those 

who know not what they say. 
There are many stereotypes and misperceptions surround- 

ing the Arab-Israeli conflict. There needs to be more of an 
open dialogue concerning this topic, because there are many 
more than two sides to this story. It is our responsibility, 
especially at an institution of higher learning, to recognize 
the walls that divide people and attempt to tear them down. 
But these walls cannot begin to crumble unless we listen to 
someone else’s unique story. Recently, I was able to expe- 
rience the progress that can take place when people attempt 
to stand in someone else’s shoes. 

This past summer | worked at Seeds of Peace, an Arab- 
Israeli conflict resolution camp for teenagers from the Middle 
East. Located in the woods of Maine, Seeds of Peace pro- 

"vided a neutral setting for a genuine dialogue on the Middle 
East conflict. More than 165 Palestinians, Israelis, Egyp- 

tians, Jordanians, Tunisians, Moroccans and Qataris spent 

four weeks living together. In many ways, Seeds of Peace 
was remarkably like the typical American summer camp. 
The kids lived in the same bunks, ate at the same tables and 
played on the same fields. But beyond the campfires, the 
canoe trips and everything else that makes summer camp 
such a special place, Seeds of Peace was very different. Kids 
arrived-at this camp prepared to undertake the extraordinar- 
ily difficult task of making peace with “the enemy.” 

Seeds of Peace is the brainchild of John Wallach, journal- 
ist and author, who believed that the only way to create a 
lasting peace in the Middle East was to build it in the hearts 
of the youths. Kids were given the opportunity to interact 
through a combination of sports, art, drama and music. But, 
most importantly, everyone participated in daily “coexist- 
ence sessions,” where the politics of the region were dis- 
cussed. Led by professional conflict resolution facilitators, 
it was during these intense sessions that the kids were able 
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to talk about the issues at the heart of the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. 

Many of the kids arrived at camp thinking it would not be 
very difficult to get along with someone who held an 
opposing viewpoint. But when the real-life politics were 
addressed, these idealistic campers quickly found out how 
wrong they were. Making peace is, in fact, extremely diffi- 
cult. When these kids talked about land or identity or 
violence, a myriad of true feelings and emotions surfaced. 
Their original perceptions of other groups of people were 
often powerfully influenced by the stereotypes they had been 
taught growing up. 

Some of the Israelis and Palestinians lived only a few 

miles from one another at home, and yet many of these kids 
had never met an Arab or an Israeli. Often, their only 

experience with “the enemy” was in the wake of suffering. 
I heard my Palestinian bunkmate tell of the time he was 
beaten by Israeli soldiers. I listened to my Israeli friend talk 
about the gas masks he and his family put on as their city 
was being bombed during the Gulf War. Many of these kids 
lived through nightmares that I wouldn’t even be able to 
sleep through, and the scars they carried with them were all 
too real. ; 

I will not forget when we were all together on July 30, 
hearing the announcement that a suicide bombing had 
occurred in a Jerusalem marketplace, killing many people. 
I watched as the members of the Palestinian delegation 
comforted their Israeli friends who waited in line to call 
home, hoping not to hear the worst. While this tragic event 
could have driven the kids farther apart, it proved to bring 
them closer together. They became more united and more 
determined to work for peace and justice in the Middle East. 
Ihave the utmost respect for their courageous determination 
to reach out and work together to build a better tomorrow. 

It is not difficult to get frustrated when I turn on the 
television and watch what is happening in the Middle East. 
I learned this summer how tense the situation is, but I also 
left camp with a small glimmer of hope that peace in the 
Middle East is possible. In order for progress to take place, 
we need more intelligent and civil dialogue like the dialogue 
that took place at Seeds of Peace. 

In the spirit of Seeds of Peace, several Georgetown 
students of different ethnic and religious backgrounds will 
be ‘starting a group called “Project Peace: GU Forum fot” 

Middle East Dialogue.” (An informational meeting will be 
held Oct. 20 in ICC 113 at 8p.m.) The group hopes to create 
an environment where people can agree to disagree, respect 

the things that make us different and appreciate the many 
things that make us the same. In doing so, we hope to 
dissolve some of the ignorant stereotypes that affect this 
deeply rooted conflict. The road to real peace begins by 
listening to someone else’s story. 
  

Pete McMahon (COL '98) is a Coordinating Committee 
Member of Project Peace: GU Forum for Middle East 
Dialogue. 

  
  

The Fallout from a Liberal Arts Education ... Useless in D.C. 
NY OTHER SENIORS OUT THERE 

A with a liberal arts background 
and no idea what you want to do 

for the rest of your life? 
[ used to think that being a sopho- 

more was 
stressful. 

But ‘that AARON 
DONOVAN | roe 
Days on the Hilltop| a sopho- 

more. Now 

lam begin- 
ning to 

taste a 
little bit of 
the fringes 
of the Real 
World 
(you know, 

the one that exists out there beyond 
Healy Gates) and I admit it; this is 
starting to concern me. 

  

    

  

  

As more and more major compa- 
nies like Goldman Sachs come to cam- 
pus to give presentations to students 
about employment opportunities in 
their respective organizations, | get. 
more and more worried about the fact 
that [ am not attending any of them. 

It is now that all you students who 
are not in the College start to get an 
advantage over those of us in the Col- 
lege. Even if you have trouble finding 
a job, you probably have more of an 
idea of what you want to do— at least 
more of an idea than I do. 

This is true because I have no idea 
whatsoever what [ would like to do. At 
all. : 

In “Taming of the Shrew,” 

Shakespeare summed up my educa- 
tional philosophy pretty well: “No 
profit grows where is no pleasure ta’en. 
/ In brief, sir, study what you most 

affect.” 

Atsome point I realized that classes 
that I am interested in just might prove 
to betuseless to me later in life, but I 

continued to take them anyway. 

I think it might fi- 
nally be time to stop 

  

‘thinking about ab- 
stract theory, and 
time to start looking 
at the practicalities 
of life: I am going to 
need a job. 

I think it might finally be time to 
stop thinking about abstract theory, 
and time to start looking at the 

  

practicalities of life: I am going to 
need a job. 

And so are you, so keep reading. In 
pondering this topic, [ have compiled 
a list of interesting-sounding jobs for 
you to consider. 
Dog Catcher: So far, | personally 

have only had to catch dogs once dur- 
ing my years at.Georgetown, so you 
are probably thinking I am totally un- 
qualified to tell you about it. That’s 
OK, though, because at least this job I 
have some experience in. This job is a 
lot of fun, incredibly dangerous, and 

absolutely crucial to the functioning 
of our representative democracy. 
Spool Unwinder: Though I have 

caught dogs once, I have never com- 
pletely unwound a spool. So that is a 
drawback, but somehow ['have a hunch 
that [ might be even better as a spool 
unwinder than a dog catcher. 

Professional Barbarian: This occu- 

pation went out a while ago. There 
are so few barbarians around these 
days any of us are sure to find 
employment! This job just might 
be illegal, though, so you would 
also get all the glory and respect 
that comes with breaking the law. 
This is the stuff Hollywood is made 
of, and it could be yours! 

Detritus Defenestrator: Come on, I 
know you want this job. All you have 
to do is throw garbage out the win- 
dow. What could be more fun than 
that? Nothing. 

Intellectual Contrarian: This job is 
high-profile. Incredibly high-profile. 
Object-in-Cheese Remover: There 

is a major crisis going on in this 
country, that of getting things stuck 
in cheese. This problem can only be 
solved by someone who has the dedi- 
cation and practical know-how to do 
something about it. That person is 

undoubtedly sure to garner a great deal of 
respect from anyone for whom an in-cheese 
object is removed. 

Qiviut Stockpiler: You had no idea there 
was a word in the English language that 
broke the U after Q rule. Well, there is. This 

is one of the things you learn by taking 
liberal arts classes all your life. 
Pro-bono Sloth Monger: There’s not too 

much money in this occupation. It takes a 
really big heart. 
Pemmican Thresher: | don’t even know 

what pemmican is. As you can see, ['am 

getting progressively less and less qualified 
for each job as we go on. 
Newspaper Columnist: Yup, absolutely 

no qualifications there. 
None of these jobs seem to be exactly 

perfect. Hopefully something will come to 
me before May. Good luck in your search. 
  

Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in 
THE Hoya. 

  

Campus Opinion: 
Something involving whipped 

cream. 
Kirsten Schwarz, COL °00 

Sleep and then get drunk. 
Andy Hoffman, COL 00 

Now that midterms are over, how 
are you going to blow off steam? 

What else is there besides sex 

and drugs? 
Gabe Camarillo, COL ’98 

Get drunk in John Carroll’s lap. 

  

Gillian DeFillipo, COL 00 
Belle Darsie, GSB ’00 

Compiled by Keren Moscovitch 

We're going to brink deer. 
Chris Johanson, GSB *00 

Rob Bovo, GSB ’00 

  

    
For some of us, midterms have only just 

begun. 
Alexandra “Sasha” Voukitchevitch, 

COL 99 
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CAMPUS NEws 

From AROUND 

THE NATION 
© Massachusetts State 

Colleges Ban Alcohol 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, Oct. 15 — The Massa- 
chusetts Board of Higher Education (BHE) voted Tues- 

day to ban alcohol on all state and community college 
campuses, pending approval from the boards of trust- 
ees of each of the colleges. The decision comes on the 
heels of a statewide move to curb binge drinking and 
consumption by minors, spurred by two recent alcohol- 
related deaths at the Massachusetts Insitute of Technol- 
ogy and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 

“The board thought it was high time to deal with that 
issue,” said Michael N. Bastedo, program analyst for 
the BHE. Members of the board, including a student 

representative from UMass-Amherst, gave unanimous 

support for the proposal in their meeting at North 
Adams State College yesterday morning. 

Students and administrators from public schools 
across the state — as well as government officials in 
the cities where the schools are located — have ex- 
pressed mixed reactions to the proposed ban. Many 
have cited fears that dry campuses will only lead 
drinkers onto the city streets, in effect foisting the 
problem on municipal governments and not universi- 
ties. 

According to Dean of Students Archie C. Epps III, 
Harvard is currently rethinking its alcohol policies in 
light of the recent tragedies. 
“We are following these developments with a great 

deal of interest and are in the midst of our own review,” 

Epps said, noting that the college will likely have a 
statement on the matter within the next two weeks. 

The resolution requests public colleges in the state 
to re-evaluate current policies; ensure consistent en- 
forcement of laws, particularly those involving hazing; 
require the registration of campus events involving 
alcohol; take measures to stem excessive dripking and 
work with neighboring towns to eliminate the delivery 
of alcohol to campuses and the use of fake IDs. 

Campuses would still be able to designate certain 
areas — such as campus pubs or dormitories where 
only students over 21 may live — where possession 
and consumption of alcohol would still be legal. 

“The proposal was amended during the meeting to 
place a higher premium on student education and to 
create structured disciplinary procedures for offend- 
ers,” Bastedo said. “A lot of times, [residential advis- 

ers] don’t have the power to punish students who 
create a disturbance.” 

Officials on public college campuses statewide said 

they are deeply concerned with alcohol abuse on campus 
and are in the process of clamping down on drinking. At 
the same time, the schools affected by this resolution 

cover an incredibly broad spectrum — from the 2,000- 
student Greenfield Community College in western Mas- 
sachusetts to the gargantuan UMass schools that boast 
tens of thousands of undergraduates. 

UMass-Ambherst recently created a task force involv- 
ing members of the administration, students, alumni and 

representatives from the city. The school even banned 
alcohol at tailgates after years of “rowdy behavior” at 
homecoming games. Still, Chancellor David K. Scott 
expressed doubts about the effectiveness of the proposal 
in a prepared statement. 

“Voting to ban alcohol completely from.campus is one 
approach, and one that gets everyone’s attention, but it is 
not a simple fix,” Scott said. 

UMass-Ambherst spokesperson Patrick J. Callahan said 
that the school has a large alcohol-education program, 
but that it needs to do more to include local bars and 
restaurants into the effort. 

Officials from the town said that they were finally 

engaged in exactly such an effort, following years of 

strained relations, when the BHE passed this resolution. 

Hill Boss, a member of the Amherst Select Board and 

the town’s Problem Solving Partnership with the univer- 

sity, said any measure that has the immediate effect of 

pushing college drinkers off campus could be disastrous 
for the town. 

Ambherst has about 13,000 permanent residents and 

roughly 23,000 students. The town’s 35 police officers 

already make between 30 and 40 arrests every Friday and 

Saturday night, not to mention untold numbers of warn- 
ings, and if the BHE resolution passes, Boss said he fears 

a “geometric increase,” 
“We never talked to the Board of Higher Education,” 

he said. “They certainly never spoke with the Select 

Board, they never received any input whatsoever from the 

town.” 

Bastedo said the board “did not have time” to consult 

  
  

the municipalities in which the colleges are located, but 
he emphasized the importance of collaboration. 

“A lot of the policy has to go hand-in-hand with 
collaboration with the towns to make sure enforcement 
is all the way around,” he said. “What we’re asking for 
is enforcement of the law. It’s not a lot to ask tavern 
owners to enforce the law.” 

John T. Hoey, a spokesperson for the UMass 
president’s office, said that most state universities in 

Massachusetts have already made significant steps to 
implement the key points of the proposal. An all-out ban 
may be a bit premature, he said. 

“The important thing is to try to find out how to be 
effective and how to do something that’s enforceable 
and how to do something that doesn’t foist the problem 
on the host cities,” Hoey said. 

Students at UMass-Boston were skeptical about the 
effect the policy might have. 

“What is a student going to do?” asked John J. Okray, 
a senior at Umass-Boston. “They’ll get in a car, go off 
campus and drive home drunk. ... It’s not going to mean 
students are not going to drink, it means the school is not 
going to be liabie.” 

However, officials at smaller campuses had a great deal 
of praise for the proposal. Steven G. Budd, dean of institu- 
tional advancement at Greenfield Community College, 
said the ruling will have very little effect on students there. 

Greenfield, like all community colleges in Massachu- 
setts, is a commuter campus. As it has no on-campus 
housing, students will not likely notice the difference, 
Budd said. 
— Crimson Staff, Harvard Crimson / 

@ Ithaca Student Victim 

Of Murder-Suicide 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, Oct. 15 — Late Sunday 

night, freshman Ithaca College student Danielle Beschle 

was on a date with her boyfirend of ten months, Benjamin 
Rush, when Rush shot her, pumped the shotgun another 
time, pointed it at his head and pulled the trigger. 

Beschle and Rush had been dating since December, 

according to New York State Police Senior Investigator 
Robert S. Cooke, and were in the process of breaking up 
when the shooting occurred. . : 

Ithaca students learned of the tragedy upon returning 
to campus yesterday, and comforted one another at a 
campus vigil last night. Approximately 120 students 
attended the event organized by Beschle’s friends. 

State Police said an investigation is ongoing, and they 
are looking into possible motives for the shooting. 

Rush had purchased the weapon, a .20-gauge pump- 
action shotgun, from a friend on Friday. He told the 
friend he planned to use the gun for trapshooting. 

Both victims, who resided in Clayton, N.Y ., drove in 

Rush’s family car down the rural road and talked outside 
of the vehicle before the shooting occurred. 

Local residents Wayne and Judy Reed were driving 
down the road when they came upon the two and asked 
if they needed assistance. According to Mrs. Reed, 
Beschle said she needed help, but Rush said that every- 
thing was all right. As the Reeds drove away, they saw 

- Rush holding a long gun. ; 
They drove up to the next house and called the State 

Police. About 15 minutes later, as two State Trooper 

cars pulled up to the parked car, Beschle turned toward 

the street and Rush quickly fired three shots at her. After 
he shot Beschle, he shot himself. 

Rush was killed instantly, and Beschle died a couple 

of minutes later. An autopsy was scheduled to be per- 

formed yesterday morning, but the results could not be 
obtained as of late last night. 

According to State Trooper Daniel G. Tordy, one of 

the officers that arrived on the scene as Rush fired the 

shots, 15 minutes is a standard response time for a 911 

call in such a secluded area. 

Ithaca President Peggy R. Williams announced last 
night’s candlelight vigil in a letter posted throughout 
campus. 

“It is with deep sorrow and sadness that I inform you of 
a tragedy within the Ithaca College family,” the letter 
read. “As we mourn Danielle’s death, our thoughts and 
prayers go out to her family and friends back home, as 
well as to her extended family here at the College.” 

“She was a really good person,” said Ryan Spencer, a 
friend of Beschle’s. “Everyone that knew her liked her a 
lot.” 

Although some of the attendees had never even met 
Beschle, they said they were affected by the incident. 
“It’s as if the bottom of my world fell out,” said 
Michael Faber, a chaplain at Ithaca, who spoke at the 
vigil. “We’re here now to hold onto each other, to make 

sure that none of us fall too far too fast.” 
During one moment of silence, the group spontane- 

ously began to sing “Amazing Grace,” and some 
reported seeing a shooting star during the vigil. After 
the prayer service ended, the candles were placed in a 
group on the ground to slowly burn out. 

According to Michael Griffin, director of news 
services at Clarkson University, a memorial service 
will be held for Rush, but details were not available 

last night. In addition, a formal memorial service will 
be held for Beschle at Ithaca College in the near 
future. : 

— Eric Hudson and Joe Turk, Cornell Daily Sun 
— Compiled from the University Wire 
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BEHRNS, From P. 1 

a university is all about.” 
Behrns proposes that the entire stu- 

dent body should comprise one vote on 
the Board’s decisions. According to 
Behrns, thiswould provideamoredemo- 
cratic and just electoral system. 

Although he is at the early stages of 
forming what he has dubbed the “Com- 
mittee for Student Empowerment,” 
Behrns has already received positive 
support from other university organiza- 
tions. 

“There isa possibility that the Faculty 
Senate will be signing on with usto form 
ajoint coalition, which would be huge,” 
said Behms after speaking with some 
members ofthe Georgetown University 
Faculty Government. 

However, Behrns says heis still seek- 
ing help from students andis opento any 
questions and ideas.   

Student Works for a Vote on BOD 
If Behrns is successful in imple- 

menting this change at the university, 
Georgetown will joinasmallnumber of 
otheruniversities where there is student 
voting on the Board. 

According to Secretary of George- 
town University Kathleen Santora, a 
1991 survey ofthe Association of Gov- 
erning Boards said that among private, 
four-year, undergraduate colleges, only 
nine percent had actual student votes on 
Board issues. 
GUSA President John Cronan (COL 

’98) believed that although there “usu- 
ally aren’t any votes that are heavily 
contested, it would be nice for students 

to have a say on important university 
issues.” 

Although Cronan is permitted to sit 
in on Board meetings, he is excluded 

from the 40-member Executive Board 
meetings where the voting takes place.     

GUSA Protests Overlay in Letter 
LETTER, From P. | 

“Any proposal which specifically tar- 
gets ‘unrelated individuals’ in the areas 
surrounding Georgetown University 
would discriminate against a protected 
class [students], thereby violating the D.C. 
Human Rights Act,” Cronan and 
Leistikow wrote. 

Cronan and Leistikow also wrote that 
an overlay or housing limitation of any 
form would have a disparate effect on 
students because it would force them to 
move into areas farther from the univer- 
sity. 

Also, they claim the overlay would not 
solve the problems it was created to ad- 
dress such as landlord neglect. They said 
that less discriminatory alternatives to the 
overlay are possible, such as landlord li- 
censing programs. 

The Office of Planning must present a 
"recommendation concerning the original 

three-person overlay to the Zoning Com- 
mission, which will make the final deci- 

sion concerning the overlay. 
The Zoning Commission will probably 

hold a public hearing on the Office of 
Planning’s recommendations. 

According to Leistikow, the Office of 
Planning can recommend an alternative 
plan. “If the Office of Planning waters 
down the original overlay, it isa victory for 
Georgetown before the Zoning Commis- 

sion even meets because then the commis- 
sion will probably not hold a hearing on the 
original overlay petition,” Leistikow said. 

The Zoning Commission’s next meet- 
ing is October 23. However, the Office of 
Planning’s recommendations concerning 
the overlay were notonthe meetingagenda 
as of yesterday. 

THE N EWS Hoya 

Student Organizations 

Want More Funds 
FUNDS, From P. 1 

Leavey, an event held on Sept. 11 to 
introduce students to the student center, 

was due to its free admission policy. 
“Part of the reason it was so success- 

ful was that it was all free. The Leavey 
Center is already a very popular place 
for students to meet and socialize, and 
more events like this would help create 
more of an on-campus nightlife.” 

Most clubs and activities, said 
Camarillo, are responsible for bringing 
in up to three-fourths of their budget, so 
“rather than spending their time holding 
events that fit their club’s purpose, they 
spend most of their time holding 
fundraisers.” 

Another problem is there simply is 
not enough money to go around. This 
year SACreceived $86,372 atthe begin- 
ning of the fiscal year. According to 
Camarillo, $80,000 of that initial sum 
hasalready beenallocated, leaving SAC 
with about $6,000 until the end of the 
academic year. 

“We’ve had to turn down a lot of 

  

really great ideas just because thereisno 
money with which to fund them,” 
Camarillo said. 

Caroline Han (COL ’00) of the Volun- 
teer and Public Service Advisory Board, 
found similar problems within her organi- 
zation. The board overallocated funds by 
$10,000 and will spend much of this year 
trying to come up with that money. Even 
with the overextended budget, said Han, 

there are several volunteer programs in 
danger of shutting down. 

“The Alpha Phi Omega van service is 
currently not operating,” Han said, “and 

unless we get some more money, it may 
have to discontinue entirely.” 

The van service, which started last 

year after a rash of off-campus assaults 
and muggings, provided rides for stu- 
dents to and from campus until 1 a.m. 

According to Han, every year new 
volunteer groups develop, but many are 
snuffed out due to lack of funding. 

The amount the various boards re- 
quested makes up less than one-halfofone 
percent of the school’s multi-million dol- 
lar annual budget, Camarillo said. 

In the story “ANC Passes Block Party” on Oct. 10, we 

neglected to mention that additional 22 ounce cups of 

soda or beer can be purchased for one dollar apiece. 

This is in addition to the cost of admission. 
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Lordy Lordy 

Zach’s Turning 
.. 21!     

Happy Birthday 

Zach Korman       

  

  

“Mr. Chairman, we agree with your decision as printed in the 1997 Annual Report which 
reads, NIKE has taken some time to look how far you have come and how far we have to go. 
Concerned shareholders thank you for the positive steps taken by the company to address 
fair labor practices.” 

Excerpted statement by Vidette Bullock Mixon on behalf of the national United Methodist Church 
and a consortium of socially responsible NIKE shareholders upon withdrawing a resolution at the 
NIKE Annual Shareholders Meeting, September, 1997 

“Tae Kwang Vina Company, subcontractor for NIKE, has signed a watershed collective 
labour contract with a factory trade union. The labour contract has been hailed as a vital 
move in improving employee-employer relations at factories where NIKE has no technical, 
legal ownership or direct control of the management.” 

Vietnam Investment Review, July 7-13, 1997 

“Thanks to God, it's enough money for me,” said a teacher's daughter who has been working 
for three years. She is 23 and comes from central Java [Indonesia] and helps to care for her 
two siblings. She said she is able to save about three quarters of her income, which she sends 
back to the family.” 

US Industry Overseas: Sweatshop or Job Source? Indonesians praise work at Shoe Factory, 
Washington Post, July 1996 

“I sincerely believe NIKE is doing a good job, but it can and should do better.” 

Former United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young's Report on the NIKE Code Of Conduct. 

Over 500,000 good jobs across the globe. Superior-wages. Landmark union 
collective bargaining agreements. Dignity and respect for workers. And of course, 
the finest athletic shoes and apparel manufactured in the world. 

So the next time someone tries to convince you that NIKE isn't leading the way, 
think about the above statements. Then ask them if they are aware of any other 
company doing more to advance developing economies and protect workers. Or 
better yet, encourage them to get more information by surfing our Internet site. 

www.nikeworkers.com & 

“
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Goalies Need 
GOALIES, rrom p. 8 

speeds of 70-80 mph, reaction and in- 
stinct take over. There’sno time to think. 

“Thinking takes too long,” McDonald 
said. “It’s more of instinct to adjust your 
angle or come out or whatever needs to 
be done to make the save. When thinking 
comes into play, you tend to make more 
mistakes.” 

Lightning-quick hands, nimble feet 
and catlike hand-eye ‘coordination all 
help in making saves. But more than 
those, a keeperneeds a total disregard for 
personal safety. Because not every save 
is made with hands and stick. 

“You use your whole body, you make 
saves with everything,” Giugno said. 

  

Diving. Leaping. Sprawling. At its’ 
core, the save is a matter of sacrifice. 

More than anyone on the field, keepers 
give of themselves. 

“You have to be courageous,” 
' Tabatznik said. “A keeper has to be 
willing to sacrifice his body.” 

And when the ball ends up in the 
keeper’shands, there’s nothing else quite 
like it. 

“It’s pretty exhilarating,” Sousa said. 
“As you see it coming on, you're pretty 

nervous. And then once it happens, it’s 
just like a rush, a total rush.” 

So that 1s why they do it. All the 
pressure. All the responsibility. All the 
sacrifice. And all the bruises. All of it 
worth it. All of'it a small price to pay for 
that one moment. 

“It’s completely different from a field 
position,” George said. “You're not de- 
manded as much as a field player is of 
getting to the ball. But when you are 
demanded, it’s maybe 50 times the 
amount of effort. So when you do it you 
have todo itrightand there’s noroom for 

mistakes. But when you do it right, it’s 
the most incredible feeling in the world.” 

      

http:/www.herff-jones.com 
10-4367 ©   

1 SPORTS so 

uick Reflexes 

  
Keren MoscoviteH/ THE Hoya 

Sophomore Keisha McDonald is the starting goalie for the women’s soccer team. 

Providence Next for GU 
WOMEN’S SOCCER, from p. 8 
need to improve the rhythm of our 
play. We need to play consistently for 
90 minutes.” 

Bruner said the team has room for 
improvement. “We still do not play 
quite up to the level of play we should 
be at,” she said. 

After being routed by the Fighting 
Irish, Popol said the team needed to 
keep the season in perspective. “We 
had been caught up in our win-loss 
record,” Popol said. “We needed to 

  

vantage of he Lovest Gold Presi Ye 

  

y HERFF JONES 
  

Order Now for Holiday Delivery! 
Sale Dates: Oct. 17-24 

11-5 p.rm. 

11-2 p.m. 
Mon - Thur: 

Fri: 

  

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

BOOKSTORE 
We accept VISA, MASTERCARD Store Hours: 

Monday - Friday: 8:30 am - 8:00 pm 
Saturday - Sunday:-11:00 am - 5:00 pm 

Open 24 hours a day on the WWW: 
http://guweb.georgetown.edu/bookstore | 

Deposit S30 
Interest Free 

Payments Available 

keep having fun.” 
Popol still has hope for the Hoyas’ 

season. “Our goal is to get a winning 
season,” he said. “I feel that is still 
achievable.” 

Georgetown faces a tough challenge 
Saturday when the team travels to Rhode 
Island to play conference-rival Provi- 
dence. 

“Games in the Big East are life and 

death,” Popol said. “This would be a 

great chance to get our first Big East 
victory.” 

   
  

  

and AMERICAN EXPRESS   

  

  

Grifts Fall 

To Hoyas 

Bekiers Takes 

MAAC Honors 

FOOTBALL, From p. 8 

the yardage coming on the 
ground. 

The highlight of the drive was 
senior halfback Joe Todisco’s 
44-yard dash to the Canisius 13- 
yard line. Todisco was 
Georgetown’s leading rusher, 
romping for 101 yards on 13 
carries. 

Senior halfback Steve lorio 
finished the drive on the next 
play with a 13-yard touchdown 
run on his way to 88 yards rush- 
ing. 

The final score of the game 
came when senior defensive 
back Bryan Bekiers returned an 
interception 38 yards fora touch- 
down. Bekiers, not usually: a 

starter, was named MAAC De- 
fensive Player of the Week for 
his efforts. 

“We had some people step up 
and make big plays for us to- 
day,” Benson said. “Joe Todisco 

playeda great game for us, Bryan 
Bekiers really did a great job 
filling in and [junior] Matt 
Mattimore made some big 
catches for us in the second half.” 

The Hoyas are tied for first in 
the conference at 4-0, but peren- 
nial nemesis Duquesne, who is 

also 3-0 in the MAAC, still 

stands in the way. A loss to the 
Dukes was the only blemish on 
Georgetown’s conference record 
last year, and the Dukes have 
not lost a MAAC game in! the 
past two years. 

Before they can worry about 
Duquesne, the Hoyas must get 
past lona this Saturday. The 
Gaels have struggled this sea- 
son, but Benson and the Hoyas 

say they will not to take them 
lightly. 

“We are in first place in the 
conference, we are known 
around the league and we are 
Georgetown, so everyone wants 
to beat us,” Benson said. “No 
matter what the sport, everyone 
gets up to play Georgetown, so 
we know they will play us 
tough.” 

With five games left to play, 
the Hoyas have quite a bit of 
work ahead of them, and Benson 
knows it. But Benson is also 
pleased with how the team has 
progressed so far this season. 
“Weare 4-1. There are a lot of 

4-1 teams out there. There are a 
bunch of 5-0 teams,” Benson 

said. “The main thing | can say 
is that we have been in a posi- 
tion to win every game in the 
second half, and I think that will 

help us going into the second 
half of October.” 

GOLF 
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GU Outmatched 
Hoyas Earn 17th Place at Columbia 
By MicHAEL MEDIC! 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

The Georgetown golf team finished 
17th out of 22 teams last weekend in the 
Columbia Intercollegiate Golf Tourna- 
ment. The tournament, hosted by Ten- 
nessee-Chattanooga, was described by 
Head Coach Tommy Hunter all season 

as a very big tournament for the Hoyas. 
. Hunter, whose Hoyas shot a 45-over- 

par 299-295-303-897 for the weekend, 
could not be reached for comment. 

Campbell University took home the 
team championship with an eight-over- 
par 860, two shots ahead of the College 
of Charleston’s 10-over-par 862. 

Maryland (16-over-par 868), Rich- 

mond (17-over-par 869) and Eastern 
Kentucky (21-over-par 873) rounded out 

the top five in the tournament, played at 
Signal Mountain Golf Club in Signal 
Mountain, Tenn. 

The competition in this tournament 
was much stiffer than that of previous 
tournaments for the Hoyas. Their total of 

594 in the first two rounds would have 
won the Big East Championship on Sept. 
28 and 29 in South Bend, Ind., which 

host Notre Dame won with a score of 
595. But after two rounds, Georgetown 
was tied for 16th place. 

Continuing his strong play individu-- 
ally forthe Hoyas was senior captain Bill 
Olin, who was the top finisher for Geor- 

  

  
GU Heads 

To Midwest 
MEN’S SOCCER, rroMm Pp. 8 

obviously the most important,” he 
said. 

* Hedid add, however, that non- 
conference games like Loyola 
are helpful. “I think it’s good to 
have a game without the pres- 
sure of Big East play on it.” 

The Ramblers are in last place 
inthe Midwestern Collegiate Con- 
ference with a league record of 0- 
3 and an overall mark of 4-9. 

According to Greaser, this 
weekend’s trip is a chance to 
earn national recognition. “It 
gives us a game against a team 
out of our region. Maybe we can 
get some respect in the Mid- 

west.” 
Neither Greaser nor Tabatznik 

are surprised their team is lead- 
ing the Big East. “We set realis- 

* tic goals before the season and 
one of our goals was to win the 
conference. I’m not surprised 
that we’re in the position where 
the goal is still a reality,” 
Tabatznik said. 

“I’m very happy with our 
record,” Greaser added, “but we 
haven’t accomplished anything 
yet.” 
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J osopher 
If that wasn’t obvious, you either need to attend your 
next philosophy class or come in to Papa»Razzi where 

our philosophy is easy to remember...fresh, exciting 
Italian food that’s always gently priced. (That way you 
won’t have to eat mac & cheese the rest of the week.) 

PAPA -RAZZI 
TRATTORIA*BAR 

JE 

Lunch = Dinner » Bar 
Afternoon Java Bar = Late Night Eats = Sunday Brunch 

1064 Wisconsin Ave. = At Georgetown Park Entrance » (202) 298-8000   Check out our web site at www.great-food.com 

getown at seventh place. Olin shot a 1- 
over-par 75-68-71-214 on the par-71, 
6,146-yard course. 

Olin had been the top performer for 
Georgetown at the Big East Champion- 
ship. His mark of 75-79-154 tied him for 
eighth in that tournament. 

Junior Matt Finger was the Hoyas’ 
second-best performer at the Columbia 
Tournament witha nine-over-par 73-73- 
76-222, good enough for 42nd place. 
Sophomore Greg Koush shota 12-over- 
par 74-74-77-225 for a 62nd-place tie. 

Junior Dan Kennedy and freshman 
Dan Knott rounded out the scoring for 
the Hoyas, each finishing tied for 105th 

place with 25-over-par 238’s. 
North Carolina-Charlotte’s Stevan 

Vandheever won the 111-contestant in- 
dividual tournament, finishing with a 5- 
under-par 208, one shot ahead of Jack 
Boechx from College of Charleston. 
Vandheever’s second-round 65 was the 

top individual round of the tournament. 

Campbell’s Georges Plumet (210), 
Winthrop’s Kevin Pendley (211), Cen- 

tral Alabama’s Carl Petterson (212) and 
Maryland’s Gary Mankulish (212) were 
the only other individuals with three- 
round scores below par. 

The Hoyas have three weeks offbefore 
their next tournament, the James Madi- 
son Invitational, November | and 2, at 
Staunton Country Club in Staunton, Va. 

Hoyas 

Upset 

Knights 
FIELD HOCKEY, From Pp. 8 

Though Rutgers scored Sunday’s first 
goal as Heather Sams netted her team’s 
only goal ofthe halfwith3 1:38 remaining, 
the Scarlet Knights could not hold their 
lead. 

With 7:15 remaining in the first half, 
Hoya sophomore midfielder Susan Stewart 
scored off an assist from senior forward 
Lauren Hilsky, tying the game at one goal 
apiece. Less than three minutes: later, 
HilsKy earned a second assist to junior 
back Beth Doty offa penalty cornerto give 
the Hoyas the lead. 
“We were ready to play despite the fact 

that Rutgers scored within the first few 
minutes,” Simonssaid. “We took atimeout 

and got ourselves together, and after that 

we [were able to play] our game.” 
The Hoyas continued to control the flow 

of the game for the majority of the second 
half. With 25:15 remaining, Doty assisted 
to junior back Abigail Walker. Five min- 
utes later, the Hoyas converted once again 
as freshman midfielder Sarah Oglesby 
and sophomore midfielder Jordan Keating 
assisted sophomore midfielder Lori 
Fogliano’s goal off a penalty corner. 
“We definitely converted on our oppor- 

tunities, and we had some great opportu- 
nities,” Simons said. Although the Scarlet 

Knights dominated penalty corner situa- 
tions 7-3 the second half and outshot the 
Hoyas 9-5, Georgetown managed to 
outscore Rutgers 3-1. 

“I think where they ended up outshooting 
us was in the last ten minutes of the second 
half when our players started to play de- 
fensively and not to lose,” Simons said. 
“They were trying to get themselves back 
in the game at that point. [However,] we 
were still confident that we were control- 
ling the game and the flow.” 

The Hoyas increased their lead to 5-1 
when Hilsky notched her fourth point of 
the game as she scored an unassisted goal 
with 13:53 remaining. 

Jessica Pizzull netted Rutgers’ second 
and final goal of the game with 11:45 to 
end the scoring at 5-2. 

On the defensive end of the field, junior 
goalkeeper Lori Sousa blocked 18 shots, 
while Rutgers’ goalie Stephanie Whitesell 
saved seven. 

“It’s been a real roller coaster the last 
couple days but the good thing is that 
we’ve done some good things,” Simons 
said. “We’ve gotten that milestone of be- 
ing a nationally-ranked team, but even 
more important [is that] we beat a Big East 

. team the way we did on Sunday. It’s very 
exciting for this program, despite the loss 
Wednesday.” 

Inadditiontotheteam’sranking, Hilsky 
and Sousa have also been recognized on 
the national level. As of Oct. 6, Hilsky (15 

goals, 12 assists) was No. 2 in the nation 
for points scored per game with 3.8. 
Sousa’s 177 blocks in 12 games was No. 
3 in the nation. 

“Ifyou look at the players on these lists, 
you see that they’re all from top-10 prq- 
grams,” Simons said. “It’s pretty exciting 
for a program like ours that’s trying to 
build for players like Lauren and Lori.” 

Georgetown plays host to No. 8 Provi- 
dence this weekend on Kehoe Field at 
noon Sunday. , 

“It will be a good opportunity for us,” 
Simons said. “We’ve taken that big step 
forward and a little step back and now we 
have the opportunity to go after another 

-big -name team. I think it’s going to be an 
exciting game.” 
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The Madness Continues! I" 

Come and meet this year's men's and women's basketball 
teams as they strive for excellence in the BIG EAST! 

Midnight Madness will take place on Saturday, October 18th 
at 6:30pm in McDonough Arena! 

» 

Official Midnight madness T-shirts now on sale at the Yates 
Pro Shop for only $15! 

Tickets for this event are free and may be picked up at either 
the McDonough Arena box office, Monday-Friday 1:00pm to 
5:30pm or at the Yates Pro Shop, Monday-Sunday 9am-9pm 
Tickets are limited and are strictly first come, first serve. A 

‘valid GU ID is required to pick up tickets and are limited to 2 
per ID. 

Individuals wishing to try out for the men's team may do so by 
signing up at the Sports Promotion Office located on the 
second floor of McDonough Arena. 

This year's Madness will showcase not one but two 
opportunities for two lucky participants to win $10,000 by 
showing off their athletic skill!     

Classifieds 

  

  

EMPLOYMENT 

AAAHHH! SPRING BREAK °’98 - 
Guaranteed best prices to Mexico, Ja- 
maica, Bahamas, Florida. Group dis- 

counts & daily free drink parties! Sell 

trips, earn cash, & go free! 1-800-234- 

7007. www.endlesssummertours.com. 

  

  

EARN FREE TRIPS AND CASH! 

CLASS TRAVEL needs students to pro- 
mote Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips & 
travel free! Highly motivated students 
can earn a free trip & over $10,000! 

Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, 

Jamaica or Florida! North America’s 
largest student tour operator! Call now! 
1-800-838-6411. 
  

SPRING BREAK ... “TAKE 2” - Or- 

ganize small group. Sell 15 ... take 2 

free. Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, 
Florida, Barbados, Padre. Free parties, 

eats, drinks. SunSplash Tours 1-800- 

426-7710. 
  

FIRE AND ICE is looking for FT/PT 

  

help for our DC and Georgetown loca- 
tions. We sell unique jewelry, fossils, 
and minerals in an elegant, creative 

atmosphere. Applicants should be 

friendly and intelligent. Call Heather at 

202-338-0024 or Debra at 202-783- 
3689. 
  

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mail- 
ing our circulars. No experience re- 
quired. Free information packet. Call 
202-452-5940. 
  

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED 
for occasional visits to Georgetown 
stores. Students/faculty welcome. Pls. 
write P.O. Box 608, Norwell, MA 
02016. 
  

RESTAURANT - Wait and host posi- 

tions needed for busy location in Geor- 
getown. Apply in person Mon-Fri from 
3-5 p.m. at Clyde’s, 3236 M St. NW. 
EOE 
  

BARTENDING - Be fully qualified to 

work in 1 week day/evening courses. 

Free placement assistance. Call Pro- 

fessional Bartending School new on 

  

metro. 703-841-9700. 
  

COLLEGE-ORIENTED BAR/LIVE 
MUSIC CLUB hiring security, 

waitstaff and equipment loaders. Per- 

fect job for students! Experience pre- 

ferred but not required. Apply at 3135 
K St. NW. 

FOR RENT 

FOR RENT - 2 BR, new kitchen and 

both, washer, dryer, central A/C, cable, 

3 blocks fro Foxahall & Reservoir Rd, 

available November 1, $895/month in- 
cluding utilities. Call owner @ 202- 
337-7647. ; 

  

  

  

  

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
to share 3BR, 2.5BA townhouse in 
Alexandria with 2 professional women 

in early 20s. Prefer non-smoker. Rent 

$270 + 1/3 utilities. Parking, 10-minute 
drive to Georgetown. Call Sara 703- 
931-9482. 
  

This Space Could Be 

YOURS! 
"THe Hova has a place 
Jor your classified ad! 

Call (202) 687-3947, 

fax to (202) 687-2741, 

or stop by Leavey 421 

    

VOLLEYBALL 
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Hoyas Take to the Road 
Georgetown Wins at St. John's, Navy, Loses at UConn 
By ALEx Bonbpoc 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

The past week was a busy one for the 
Georgetown volleyball team asthe Hoyas 
took to the road for games against the 
Connecticut Huskies, the St. John’s Red 

Storm and the Navy Midshipwomen. 
Last Friday, Georgetown took on 

UConn in a Big East matchup which 
they lost in five games. After taking the 
first game convincingly, 15-2, they 
dropped the second game, 2-15, killing 
only four balls the whole game. Yet they 

rebounded and took the third game, 15- 
9. In the fourth game, the Hoyas started 
off with a 9-6 lead, but the cause fell 

apart from there, and they lost that game 
15-13. 
“We had a few too many service errors 

that let them back in the game,” Head 
CoachlJolene Nagel said. “Wedidn’t capi- 
talize on a couple of free balls.” 

The fifth game saw the Hoyas take 
another early lead, 8-6. The Hoyas could 
not hold on as they lost another close one 
16-14. 

“There were a couple of close plays 
that decided the game,” Nagel said. 
“The officials made a couple of calls 
that could have gone either way but 
went to UConn.” 

Nagel attributed the loss to the errors 
made by the team in games four and 

five. “Hopefully this experience where 
we were so close to the win will help us 
overcome and correct our errors for fu- 
ture games, especially the one against 
Villanova,” she said. 

The team had to leave behind two 
members, sophomore setter Taryn 
Turney, the team’s leading setter, and 
junior outside hitter Sara Fairborn, due 

to injuries to Turney’s knee and 
Fairborn’s ankle. 

“Our team is small, so we use every- 

one,” Nagel said. “When we lose two 

players, it hurts. Even though we lost 
Taryn and Sara, the rest of the team 

picked it up and made it smooth.” 
Sunday, Georgetown played St. 

John’s in another Big East match and 
swept the Red Storm 3-0. 

The Hoyas captured the first game of 
the match 15-12. “The first game was 
tight as we were committing a few too 
many errors,” Nagel said. “But we still 
played steadily and confidently.” 

The second game was difficult as 
well as the Hoyas lost an early lead but 
fought back to win 17-15. 

“We were up a lot in that game, about 
8-2, but we allowed them to come back,” 

Nagel said. “While our lapse in disci- 
pline prevented us from closing it out 
right away, we didn’t get rattled.” 

The third game was a strong one for 

the Hoyas asthey won 15-6. “We served 
well, and [freshman outside hitter] Kiran 
Gill had about seven aces,” Nagel said. 

“But four of St. John’s points were on 
our errors. We just can’t play like that. 

“This game was good because we 
served and passed pretty well. Our 
middles continued to be important in 
creating offensive opportunity.” 

The team faced Navy Wednesday and 
dispatched the Midshipmen 3-0. While 
the Hoyas won in three straight, Nagel 
was not overly impressed. 

“We didn’t play an exciting match,” 
Nagel said. “We just had too many ser- 
vice errors. The games were close be- 
cause our errors kept Navy in the games. 
We could have played better.” 

All in all, Nagel is relatively pleased to 
be 2-2 in the Big East and 11-9 overall. 

“We’re hanging tough and doing 
well,” she said. “We have a ways to go, 

but we have to take it step by step.” 
Several of Nagel’s playersrank among 

the top players in offensive and defen- 
sive categories in Big East play. Among 
these individuals are senior setter Katy 
Bloodgood, who is seventh in assists, 
and Gill, who is sixth in kills, second in 

service aces and seventh in digs. 
The Hoyasreturn to action Tuesday at 

5 p.m. against Maryland-Baltimore 
County at McDonough Gym. 

SHOP LIKE MAD FOR 

NEW RELEASES. 

129° 
CAss. 8.99 

( 
THE TEA PARTY 

TRANSMISSION 

ATLANTIC 

THE TEA PARTY 
Sed a 
ROR ER 

THE TEA PARTY BRINGS A UNIQUE BLEND OF SOUNDS TO ANY 

PARTY. THE DETROIT TRIO COMBINED MOTOR CITY'S ROCK ’'N’ 

ROLL, CONTEMPORARY ELECTRONICA, AND EXOTIC EASTERN 

INSTRUMENTS LIKE POD SHAKERS. TAKE A SIP 

OF THE NEW SINGLE “TEMPTATION.” 

  

  
OOCISOLIS ron vunennoss 

    

122° 

CASss. 8.99 

TANYA DONELLY 

LOVESONGS FOR 
UNDERDOGS 

REPRISE 

THE CO-FOUNDER OF BELLY, THROWING MUSES AND 

THE BREEDERS STRIKES OUT ON HER OWN ON THIS ALBUM. 

LISTEN FOR TANYA’S ALLURING LYRICS, ALONG WITH GUTS 

AR AND GORGEOUS VOICE ON THE NEW SONG “PRETTY D 

Sale ends October 27, 1997 

FOR A LOCATION NEAR YOU, CALL TOLL-FREE 1-888-REPLAY-1. 
39-1633-107   
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MeN’s Soccer 
  

By GREG REILLY 
Hova Starr WRITER   

Coming off a 2-1 overtime road 
win over No. 18 Pittsburgh last Sun- 
day, the Georgetown men’s soccer 
team takes its Big East-leading 6-1 
record to the road again for a pair. 
Georgetown will take on No. 25 Notre 
Dame in South Bend, Ind., Friday at 

7:30 p.m. before playing a non-con- 
ference match against Loyola (Chi- 
cago) in the Windy City at 1 p.m. 
Sunday. 

Sunday’s win pushed the Hoyas’ 
overall record to 8-4 and gave them 
12 points in the league, good for first 
place. Pittsburgh, Notre Dame and 
St. John’s are tied for second, three 
points behind Georgetown. 

The victory over Pittsburgh (6-2- 
4, 3-2-3) was sealed on a goal by 
junior midfielder Billy Bednarz with 
just over one minute remaining in 
the first overtime. Bednarz began 
the play by passing to sophomore 
midfielder Kevin Shaw, who ad- 
vanced the ball to junior forward 
Eric Kvello. Kvello beat his de- 
fender and chipped the ball back to 
Bednarz. Bednarz headed the ball 
in for his first goal of the season, 
with Kvello receiving an assist. 

“I think [we] battled hard and scored 
two excellent goals,” Head Coach 
Keith Tabatznik said. 
“We played very well,” senior cap- 

tain Tom Greaser said. “The key to 
the game was intensity and our desire 
to win.” 

However, Tabatznik was not com- 

pletely happy with the game. “On the 
Pittsburgh Astroturf, you never feel 
like you played a great game,” he said. 

Hoyas Beat Panthers, 

Get Ready for Irish 

    

    

Georgetown scored the game’s first 
goal with 26:03 remaining in the first 
half. Freshman midfielder Kyle 
Rakow took a corner kick and sent it 
to Kvello. Kvello dished the ball to 
Greaser, whose header went past the 
goalie for a 1-0 Georgetown lead. 

“I was able to arrive when the ball 
got there which is something we’ve 
been working on,” Greaser said. 

Pittsburgh tied the game in the 
70th minute when senior back Gregg 
Hoolahan scored off freshman 
midfielder Ben Garry’s assist. 
Georgetown’s win wasits first since 

a 1-0 loss to No. 10 Virginia. “I think 
emotionally werebounded very well,” 
Tabatznik said. “It was a difficult loss 
against a team that could have helped 
us nationally.” 

Sunday’s game was the Hoyas’ 
fourth overtime win in four opportu- 
nities. According to Greaser, these 
victories show the Hoyas’ desire to 

win. “We're not afraid,” he said. 
“We're looking to win the game. We 
don’t want to tie.” : 

According to Tabatznik, Notre 
Dame (8-4-2, 4-1-1), who ended the 

Hoyas’ season in last year’s Big East 
tournament, is very athletic and physi- 
cal. “They’re an excellent defensive 
team,” he said. “We're going to have 
to be very sharp to create goals.” 

“It’s going to be a game of two 
different teams with two different 
styles,” Greaser said. “If we can play 
our style, we’ll be very successful.” 

Tabatznik said the focus of the road 
trip is the league game against the 
Fighting Irish. “The first [game] is 

See MEN’S SOCCER, ». 6 
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    Sophomore midfielder Kevin Shaw and the Hoyas are No. 1 in the Big East.   

FieLb Hockey 
  

Hoyas Earn No. 20 Ranking, Lose to Eagles 
By Jamie BASTEK 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

A 5-2 victory over No. 14 Rutgers 
University Sunday was exactly what 
the Georgetown women’s field 
hockey team needed to earnaspotin 
the NCAA Division I field hockey 
Top-20 poll. 

For the first time in the history of 
the program, Georgetown (8-4) 

made the poll, tied at No. 20 with 
Michigan State. The Hoyas did not 
have much time to celebrate this 
new pinnacle, though, as they lostto 
the American Eagles 2-1 on 
Wednesday. 

“We were down from the begin- 
ning,” Head Coach Kim Simons 
said ‘in reference to Wednesday’s 
game. “I think it’s one of those 
things where the excitement and the 
high from Sunday hadn’treally worn 
off yet and we hadn’t refocused 
ourselves for American.” 

While the Hoyas matched each of 
the Eagles’ four shots on goal 

way 
“We gave them a lot of confidence 
in the beginning, too. They were 
readytogoandthey cameouthard.” 

The Hoyas scored their only goal 
when sophomore midfielder Jordan 

Keating scored an unassisted goal 
with 10:54 remaining in the second 
half. 

Though Wednesday’s loss will 
probably knock them from their No. 
20 perch inthe NCAA poll, Simons 

is still excited about her team’s per- 
formance in Georgetown’s 5-2 win 
over Rutgers. . 

“For one of the first times since 
I’ve been here, our team really was 

ready to play,” said Simons. “They 
didn’t care what [Rutgers’] ranking 
was or what [Rutgers’] record was.” 

* See FIELD HOCKEY, ». 6 Sophomore midfielder Susan Stewart (right) and the Hoyas are ranked for the first time ever. 

throughout the first half, the Eagles 
were leading 2-0 after goals by 
Jhoanna Savino and Jonnie Less. 

“American is a good team, and [ 

don’t think that we came out the 

we needed to,” Simons said. 
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Part two in a two-part series 

By Patrick HRuBY 
Hova STAFF WRITER   

Stopping goals. That is the task be- 
fore the Georgetown men’s soccer goal- 
keeper, sophomore Tyler Purtill, the 
women’s soccer keepers, sophomore 
Keisha McDonald, freshman Natalie 
Giugno and junior Abby George and 
the field hockey netminder, junior Lori 

Sousa. But there’s more to the job than 
making saves. 

In fact, a save is only the final act in 

the greater defensive performance. 
“Thenumber onejob ofa goalkeeper 

is to prevent goal-scoring opportuni- 
ties,” Men’s Soccer Head CoachrKeith 

Tabatznik said. “It’s the number two 
jobto save shots. If youdo number one, 

you don’t have to do number two.” 
Stopping those scoring opportuni- 

ties begins with the 10 players in front 
of the goalie. A strong defensive effort 
will make the keeper’s job that much 
easier — by limiting the number of 
shots a goalie has to stop and making 
sure those shots are bad ones. 

Weak defense, on the other hand, 

can make for a very long afternoon. 
“After a goal is scored, it’s easy to 

look at that last person,” Tabatznik said. 
“And yet, most goals are scored because 
of mistakes made somewhere else.” 

Fortunately for Purtill, the Hoyas’ 

defense has been outstanding, one of 

the keys to their surprisingly success- 
ful 8-4 season. In 12 games, the men’s 

soccer team has taken 166 shots and 
allowed just 117, including only five 
against No. 4 Virginia. And on Sept. 
25, after a 2-1 win over then-No. 15 

American, a 1-0 win over Boston Col- 
lege and a 4-1 victory over West Vir- 
ginia, Purtill was named the Big East 

Defensive Player of the Week. He is 
quick to thank the people in front of 
him. 

“It feels good, but it’s more ofa team 
credit,” he said. 

Keepers, for their part, orchestrate   

the team defensive effort. From the 
vantage point of the box, goalies act as 
on-field coaches. They keep track of 
opponents’ offensive formations, their 
own squad’s defensive lineup and in- 
dividual defensive matchups. 

“The most important .part of the 
game is to be one step ahead of the 
offense and know where they're going 
to putthe ball and know your defense’s 
weaknesses,” George said. 

Aboveall, anetminder can- 

not allow an offensive 
player to go unguarded. 
Keepers aren’t wall- 
flowers, and con- 

stant vocal com- 
munication 
with the defen- 
sive backs is a 
must. 

“You have to 
make sure your players 
are marked up atall times,” 

McDonald said. “If youdon’t, 
someone will get an easy shot.” 

If the goalkeeper is the brains 
ofthe defense, he or sheisalso the 

heart. A goalie’s attitude rubs off 
on his or her defense. When the 
keeper sags, so will the team. But 
when the netminder steps up and 
assumesa leadershiprole, the squad 
follows. A good keeper has a finger 
on the team’s emotional pulse — 
knowing when to bark out approba- 
tion, and when to drop a few words of 

encouragement. 
“You're responsible for the men- 

tal attitude of the defense, too,” 
George said. “Because it’s your re- 
sponsibility to keep their heads fo- 
cused on the game. How they play 
reflects on you.” : 

Once an opponent moves the 
ball into attacking range, position- 
ing becomes paramount. Like 
Adidas-clad geometricians, keep- 
ers anticipate possible shooting 
angles— and then move quickly to 
cut those angles off. GEOFF GouGION/THE Hov4 

GU’s Saving Graces 
“Ninety percent of [goalkeeping] is 

working your angles and trying toknow 
what they’re going to do,” Sousa said. 
“Definitely the reflexes are key, but if 

you’renot on your 
angle, it doesn’t 

matter how fast 
you are, you're 

not going to get 
the ball.” 

When the defense 
and goalkeeper are 

. working insync, it’s 
tough for attackers 
to get quality shots. 

  

   
   
   

  

   

  

    

    

   

  

   

    

      

   

   

However, no de- 

fense is perfect. 
And during the 
course of any 
game, the 
keeper is 
likely to face 
some diffi- 
cult situa- 
tions — like 
corner kicks 
an d 
breakaways. 

Corner 
kicks are orga- 

nized chaos. 
Players from both 

teams swarm 
around the box, wait- 

ing for the ball to en- 
ter. The keeper has to 
be aware of what the 
offense is trying to 
do, but also focus on 

the incoming kick. 
“Ilike tobe free,” 

Purtill said. “I get 
my teammates as 

far away as possible so I'll have a lot of 
space to roam. Usually, the forward of 
the other team will try to play into that 
space, and being a bigger kid than most 
people, it’s pretty easy [for me] to get 
the ball.” 

At 6-foot-3, 190 pounds, Purtill is 

the second biggest “kid” on the Hoyas. 
His size not only helps him get up to the 
ball, but it also discourages attackers 
from being too aggressive. : 

“Size helps a lot,” Purtill said. “It’s 

the intimidation factor. If I saw some- 
one my size running at me, I probably 
wouldn’t go 100 percent.” 

Breakaways present a different prob- 

lem. Here, the goalie is at a clear disad- 
vantage. The attacker has room to ma- 
neuver and often the entire net at which 
to shoot. And if there are multiple at- 

tackers, the keeper’s chances are even 
worse. A netminder faces a no-win 
decision: Stay back and get picked 
apart, or come out and watch the shot 

fly past. 
The only thing to do, Sousa said, is 

to act quickly and decisively. 
“The toughest game situation is a 

breakaway, atwo-on-one,” Sousa said. 
“In that situation, as much as you try to 
plan, you just have to tell yourself, 
‘Okay, I’m going to go take that girl 
out.’ You can’t worry about the pass.” 

However, while the breakaway puts 
extreme pressure on the keeper, it also 
puts the burden of expectation on the 
attacker. : 

“For me, in breakaways the pressure 

ison the field player,” McDonald said. 
“I can come out and tackle you. ... [f you 
have a certain presence and you come 
out on someone like that, I find ‘that 

most of the time they kick the ball right 
to me or kick it wide.” 

So goalkeepers drill. They prepare. 
They call out marks. They play the 
angles. But sooner or later, a shot will 
come. And at that point, all bets are off. 
With a soccer kick traveling at 40-60 
mph, and a field hockey shot reaching 

See GOALIES, r. 6   
  

WOoMEN’s SOCCER 
  

GU Bounces Back 
Hoyas Top Bisons After Loss to Irish 
By Brian RuBENS 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

After a 9-0 loss to Big East confer- 
ence rival Notre Dame Sunday, the 

Georgetown women’s soccer team re- 
bounded to post a 6-2 victory over 
Howard Wednesday on Harbin Field. 

The Hoyas (4-8, 0-7 Big East) took 
control from the start against the Bisons 
(0-11). Two-and-a-half minutes into 

the game, senior forward Christina 
Bruner sent a pass from freshman Liz 
Delgado past Bison goalkeeper Lila 
Owens. Howard’s Niki Nettey an- 
swered Bruner’s goal just over a minute 
later with a chip shot over the head of 
Georgetown sophomore goalkeeper 
Keisha McDonald. 

The rest of the first half went the 
Hoyas’ way. Twenty minutes into the 
game, sophomore Laura Venner scored 
off a direct kick. With only a minute 
left in the half, sophomore Elena 
Cabatu scored off a pass from Delgado 
to give the Hoyas a 3-1 lead at the 
break. 

Head Coach Leonel Popol said he 
was happy with his team’s play in the 
first half. “Our passing game is evolv- 
ing,” Popol said. “There were a lot of 
times in the first half where we really 
looked comfortable with the ball.” 

Co-captain Bruner credited 
Howard’s defense for keeping the score 
as close as it was despite 21 first-half 
shots by the Hoyas. “They are a very 
aggressive team,” Bruner said. “They 
really keep a lot of pressure on you 
around the goal.” 

The second half was filled with on- 
field tension as Georgetown pulled 
away from Howard. Georgetown 
scored first near the 15-minute mark 
when Cabatu added her second goal of 
the game off of an assist by freshman 
Melissa Coleman. After the Bisons 
answered with a goal off of a Rosa 
Kline penalty shot, tensions on the 
field boiled over. 

With 18 minutes left in the game, a 
penalty shot was awarded to the Hoyas, 

   
Keren MoscoviTCH/THE Hoya 

Junior back Brenda Yang (right) and the Hoyas beat Howard 6-2 Wednesday. 
  

on which Coleman scored. Howard 
midfielder Sharee Williams was given 
a yellow card, a red card and then 
given 2 minutes to leave Harbin Field 
for arguing the penalty call. 

After Bruner scored the sixth and 
final Hoya goal off a pass from 
Coleman, both Hoya junior back Jen 

Grady and Bison Jami Harris were 
given red cards for exchanging heated 
words on the field. 

“There was a lot of tension on the 

field in the second half,” said Bruner, 

who was given a yellow card in the 
last minutes of the game for question- 
ing an offside call. “The refs were just 
trying to call things both ways.” 

Popol said he was surprised by the 
sudden flurry of cards. “There were 
just yellow cards again and again.” 

Popol said he was happy with the 
end result of the game. “We played 
very well at times,” he said. “[But] we 

See WOMEN’S SOCCER, ». 6 

  

i FOOTBALL 

Fourth-Quarter Push 

Leads GU Past Canisius 
By JoHN NAGLE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

At 4-1 following a 24-10 victory at 
Canisius on Saturday, the Georgetown 
football team once again finds itself in 
a position to challenge for the Metro 
Atlantic Athletic Conference title. 

The Hoyas struggled early against 
the Golden Griffins’ defense, but fi- 
nally broke out for 21 points in the 
fourth quarter to ensure their third- 
straight win. 

“It was a big win for us,” said Head 
Coach Bob Benson. “We have never 
won there before and they are nation- 
ally ranked defensively. They don’t 
give up a lot of yards, and they were 
second in the nation coming into the 
game in turnover margin.” 

Canisius struck first, scoring a 

touchdown on its first drive after re- 
turning the kickoff nearly to midfield. 
The Golden Griffins scored on a 17- 
yard touchdown pass, moving 52 yards 
in seven plays. 

“We had some problems on our spe- 
cial teams,” Benson said. “We were 

not good on kickoffs, and they capital- 
ized on that on the first drive of the 
game.” 

After that initial drive, the George- 
town defense held Canisius to only 
159 yards of offense during the rest of 
the game while forcing five Golden 
Griffin turnovers. The only additional 
Canisius points came on a fourth-quar- 
ter field goal. : 

The Georgetown offense managed 
only a second-quarter field goal before 
beginning to pick up the slack in the 
fourth quarter. The Hoyas first took 
the lead on a two-yard touchdown run 
by junior fullback Charlie Turner and 
freshman kicker Peter Carbonara’s 
extra point. 

After Canisius tied the score with a 
field goal, the Hoyas marched down 
the field to take the lead for good, 
going 88 yards in seven plays, with all 

See FOOTBALL, r. 6  



    

    

  
    

= David Duchovny 
" makes that big 
= screen jump in 
= his new movie, 
= ‘Playing God.’ 
= But is his movie 
= really all that 
a divine? 

Keanu Reeves plays Kevin Lomax, an ambitious young attorney haunted by supernatural forces in ‘Devil's Advocate.’ 
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Modern Thriller Proves Devilishly Clever 
By Greg NoonaN 
SPECIAL TO THE HOA   

“Devil’s Advocate” is an 

interesting blend of dark com- 

edy, psychological thriller and 
melodramatic “epic” filmmaking. It 
raises questions about the nature of am- 
bition, temptation, vanity and sin in the 

world of high pressure defense law. The 
‘movie, although long, is well-paced, gen- 
erally well-acted and features some very 
well-written dialogue. | his movie 1s a 

good bet. 
Kevin Lomax (Keanu Reeves) has 

never lost a court case, not once in 64 

cases as both a prosecutor and now a 
defense attorney. Together with his wife, 
Mary Ann (Charlize Theron), Kevinholds 
down a successful practice in Gainesville, 
Fla. He has a Bible-bearing mother 
(Judith Ivey) who worries about his suc- 
cess in life. However, Kevin is less than 
comfortable with his new life as a de- 
fense attorney. He defends a child-mo- 
lester, one whom he knows is guilty, 

because he cannot bear to break his win- 
ning streak. This “commitment” to his 

job leads to the visit from a highly- 
polished, smooth lawyer from New 
York. It seems that Milton, Chadwick, 
Waters, a big-time law firm, needs an 

in-house defense lawyer. 
A huge and beautiful apartment, bill- 

ing at over $400 an hour, and status — 

Kevin and Mary Ann say yes, and head 
north to New York. Kevin’s mother 
warns them about the dangers of 
Babylon, but Kevin merely humors her 
and goes on his merry way. Once in 

New York, Kevin meets John Milton 
(Al Pacino), the firm’s senior part- 

ner. Milton takes a special interest in 

Lomax, and clearly begins to groom 
him as the rising star of the firm. 
Kevin is given a high-profile triple 
homicide case after only a few 
months, defending a Donald Trump- 
esque real estate magnate (Craig T. 
Nelson). Kevin is spending more and 
more time with work, and with his 
strangely compelling colleague 

Christabella (Connie Nielson). 
Nothing is as perfect as it seems, 

though, and while Kevin is scaling the 
heights of his profession, Mary Ann is 

descending into madness. Desperate for a 
child, lonely without Kevinand constantly 
bothered by the other wives, Mary Ann 
sees the people around her as demons. 
Pursued by nightmares and surrounded 
by enemies, Mary Ann goes irreversably 

insane. Kevin, though upset, is too con- 

cerned with his case and too attracted to 
Christabella to help his mate. 

Through all this, Milton displays a pre- 
ternaturally spooky knowledge about ev- 
eryone and everything. How does this 

man always get his way? How does he 
provide Kevin and the other lawyers with 
so much sex and success? Why does he 
get all the best lines? The answers clear, 
absurd and startling — John Milton is 
Satan. And Milton wants Kevin to sign up 
on the winning team. 

The crux of the movie is this choice 
between love, home and goodness on one 

side, with worldly success, fun times and 
guilt-free power on the other. With well 
crafted scenes, amazing cinematography 
(New York acts in the movie, it does not 

just serve as a backdrop) and attention- 
grabbing dialogue, director Taylor 
Hackwork has a winner on his hands. 

New Film ‘Ice Storm’ Offers Intricate Insight 
By BosBYy DELONIS 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

The fall of 1997 must be 
4 the season of ’70s period sex 

films. “Boogie Nights” docu- 
ments the pornographic film industry 
and its damage to its participants. “The 
Ice Storm” is also about sex in the 
’70s, and it excellently portrays the 
impact of the 60s sexual revolution 
on the average suburban family. 

“The Ice Storm” is the latest film by 
Ang Lee, the acclaimed director of 
“Sense and Sensibility.” While lack- 
ing the lush scenery of Jane Austen’s 
aristocratic English countryside, the 

film takes full advantage of its bleak 
Connecticut suburban setting to illus- 
trate the hollowness of both the subur- 

ban lifestyle and the morality advanced 
by the sexual revolution. 

Kevin Kline stars as Ben Hood, a 
60s product who is in the process of 
attempting to have an extramarital af- 
fair with Janey Carver (Sigourney 

Weaver), the woman next door with a 

frequently absent’ husband. Ben’s wife, 
Elena Hood (Joan Allen), soon figures 
out what is going on, but her marriage 
with Ben is on the brink of divorce and 
she is reluctant to confront him. 
Wendy (Christina Ricci), the Hoods’ 

daughter, is also experimenting with 
her sexuality — to her parents’ mild 
disapproval. She experiments with 
Mikey Carver (Elijah Wood) and his 
younger brother Sandy (Adam Hann- 
Byrd), both of whom follow in the 

footsteps of Janey and are awkwardly 
promiscuous. And if those three rela- 
tionships weren’t enough to keep one 
occupied, Wendy’s older brother Paul 
(Tobey Maguire) is home from prep 
school in New York but returns to the 
city in attempt to hook up with Libbets 
Casey (Katie Holmes), a wealthy fel- 
low student. 

The sex is the thing in this film, and 

as the movie progresses, the charac- 

ters find themselves in sexual situa- 
tions. Ben anid Elena unknowingly ar- 

  

rive at a key party. At these parties 
each husband drops their keys in a 
bowl on the way in and the wives 
randomly select a key at the end of the 
party. 
Those women then go home with the 

man whose key they choose. Ben and" 
Elena decide to participate, as does 

Janey Carver, and sexual tension be- 
tween Ben and Janey follows accord- 
ingly. 

Meanwhile, Paul is in New York at 

Libbets’ apartment while her parents 
are out of town. He wants to sleep with 
her, but her roommate’s unexpected 

presence complicates that process. 
Back in Connecticut, Wendy goes over 

to the Carvers to hook up with Mikey, 

but he has gone for a walk and she 
ends up in bed with Sandy. 

That night, the biggest ice storm in 
30 years hits the East Coast. Driving 
becomes chaotic, and all of the char- 
acters are trapped. Paul’s train home 
dies on the tracks, and none of the key 
party guests can return home without 
risking a serious car wreck. The ensu- 
ing unveiling of various sexual en- 

counters — and their pointlessness — 
excellently drives home the theme of 

the foolishness of the free love ethic. 

The emotional and spiritual experi- 
ence of sex is eliminated in the film, 

and every sexual act is reduced to an 
empty physical event. The resulting 

cultural hollowness, which resonates 

throughout all the characters, is strik- 
ing. 

The acting in “The Ice Storm” is 
first rate. Kline clearly expresses his 
internal conflict between setting prac- 
tical sexual standards on the one hand 
and intellectually accepting free love 
on the other. Ricci portrays her 
character’s up-front sexual desires 
convincingly, and Hann-Byrd’s inno- 
cent Sandy is also well played. 

The finest performance in the film, - 

however, is Wood's. His Mikey is at 
once both innocent and sexually ac- 
tive, both brilliant and naive. Allen 
runs a close second in performance 

quality, and her portrayal of a mother 
caught between the spirit of the day and 
her own better judgment is excellent. 

“The Ice Storm” is a complex and 
involving film. It drags you in, keeps 
you involved and then ends with 
abruptness and finality. The sexual 

material, while omnipresent, is never 
explicit, and yet the theme of the sexual 
revolution’s emptiness still blares with 
brute strength. So if you’re in the mood 
for a deeper film with good acting and 
acomplex plot, go see “The Ice Storm.” 
It’s excellent. 

  
COURTESY OF FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES 

Sigourney Weaver is Janey Carver, a seductive mistress in ‘The Ice Storm.’ 

The film is not without its flaws. 
Reeves is never more than adequate. 
Here, he is not “Chain Reaction” bad, 

but “Speed” mediocre. Reeves’s Florid- 
ian accent grates more than Pacino’s 
occasional over-acting. Since “Scent of 

A Woman,” Pacino has become con- 

vinced that the louder he says a line, the 
better it is. Thankfully, he saves the real 
histrionics for the movie’s end. Besides, 
playing Satan does call for some unusual 
acting. 

Nevertheless, Pacino is for the most 
part masterful throughout the film. 
Newcomer Theron does an admirable 
job as the despairing Mary Ann. Start- 
ing out as a sexy love machine, Theron 
convincingly changes Mary Ann into 
a lonely, abandoned and ignored 
Cassandra. 

This film is far from typical.'lt rails 
against the apathy of the 90s by dra- 
matizing career and life choices as a 
moral battle. The film is highly sexual, 
highly interesting and worth watching - 
for the most part. However, if you 
don’t care for allegory, you might find 
it all over the top. 

  

‘Boogie Nights’ — 
the movie that’s 
supposed to 
make Marky Mark 
«ss ery, Mark 
Wahlberg, a star 
— opens in 
theaters today. 

-See page 86 7 

  

Fun-Loving 
Giants 

Liven 9:30 
By LYNN Poss 
SrecraL To THE Hoya 
  

   They Might Be Giants un- 
Bi derstands music does not 
ke) have to explore the meaning 

of life or be technically up to par with 
Bach in order to be great. It can simply 
be fun. And concerts SHOULD be fun. 
Few bands have the ability to put on a 
concert as fun as They Might Be Gi- 
ants’ show last Saturday at the 9:30 
Club. 

The audience roared with excite- 
ment when John Flansburgh and john 

Linnell took the stage, accompanied 
by a bassist and a drummer. The band 
opened with “Letterbox” and — from 
that point on — cranked out well- 
performed songs off of multiple al- 
bums. TMBG used everything from a 
disco ball to ventriloquist dummy 
heads that “sang” into microphones as 
part of its set. 

Despite the large number of songs 
performed off the band’s most recent 
release, TMBG included many nods to 
its 1990 hit album, “Flood.” In addi- 
tion to “Letterbox,” the band perfomed 

“Birdhouse in Your Soul,” “Istanbul 
(Not Constantinople),” “Particle Man” 
and “Twisting.” Although the crowd 
seemed to enjoy all of the songs in the 
set, the level of ecstasy rose when 

TMBG burst into “Particle man, par- 
ticle man / Doing the things a particle 
can,” confirming the perpetual popu- 
larity of “Flood.” 
The music of TMBG is not typical 

dance music, and the crowd’s dance 

steps consisted almost exclusively of 
jumping up and down, as if partaking 
in an invisible game of jumprope en 
masse. 
TMBG proved to be a huge propo- 

nent of the interactive concert and in- 
corporated its audience in a number of. 

     
C3    

ways. The band ensured that attending 
its concert was an experience more’ 
memorable than watching MTV. 
TMBG also joked about the Promise 
Keepers’ rally in D.C.: The band 
claimed that its promise had been to 
memorize the set before the show, and 
the musicians weren’t doing too good 
of a job keeping their promise. 
Two bands — White ‘Hassle and 

Lincoln — opened for TMBG. White 
Hassle, a duo from New York, per- 

formed well, allowing the rest of the 
concert to get underway. White Hassle 

See TMBG, pr. G7 
    

  

Keen Goes 
By Sean P. FLYNN 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

  

   

  

The burning cars on the 
J cover of “Picnic” — Texas 
singer-songwriter Robert 

Earl Keen’s latest album — alludes 
to a story in which Keen’s car caught 
fireat Willie Nelson’s 1974 Fourth of 
July Picnic. Keen’s large corps of 
rabid fans is quite familiar with that 
story, which Keen often tells in con- 

cert. Yet for those same fans, most of 
the familiarity ends with “Picnic.” 

The Texas singer’s seventh album 
— his first on the newly-formed 
Arista/Austin label — marks both 
his entrance into the national music 
scene and a divergence from the 
Southwestern folk-bluegrass-country 
style that distinguished his music in 
the past. 

“I wanted to make a real, stripped-, 
down, rock-and-roll record,” Keen 

claims. Whether the changes are 
based on Keen’s desires or those of 
the label is unknown, but the result is 
a much more commercial, main- 

stream form of rock with a twang. 
Keen got help from famed producer 
John Keane. Keane's effect on “Pic- 
nic” is noticeable, as some of the 
songs havean REM-type sound com- 
bined with Keen’s embedded coun- 
try feel. While his fans may initially 
be startled and perhaps disappointed 
by the differences, old fans and new 
listeners will both agree that Keen’s 
great musical abilities have not been 
affected on “Picnic.” 

The mesmerizing beauty that char- 
acterized his earlier songs — like 
“Merry Christmas from the Family,” 
abouta dysfunctional Texan family’s 
Christmas party; the romantic title 
track from 1994’s “Gringo Honey- 
moon’ and “The Road Goes on For- 
ever;” from 1989s “West Textures,” 

an exciting, bittersweet story/song 
that closes his live shows — is not 
lost despite his move away from   

Mainstream 
down-home country. The album ’sstron- 
gest track is “Over the Waterfall,” an 
exciting love song with the Cowboy 
Junkies’ Margo Timmons on harmony. 
“Shades of Gray” is the most characteristic 

Keen story-song on the album, telling the 
tale of a group of teenagers riding down a 
highway before being pulled overby some 
policemen and accused of the Oklahoma 
City bombing. The album also has two 
nice, slow love songs, “I Wonder Where 
My Baby Is Tonight” and “Oh Rosie.”      

Curiously missing from “Picnic” is 
Keen’s fiddle player Bryan Duckworth, 
whom Keen introduced in concert as his 
“best friend since third grade.” In past 
albums and in concert, the fiddle has 

been a distinguishing feature of his mu- 
sic. Keen is the latest star in the long 
tradition of Texas music, an eclectictype 
of heartfelt country-rock-folk music that 
isnot held back by the pretty-boy image 
of Nashville music. His biggest fans are 
Texas college students who fill fields, 
dance halls and auditoriums to see his 
concerts. He is revered as a hero at his 
alma mater Texas A&M University, 
where he and college picking buddy 
Lyle Lovett wrote “The Front Porch 
Song.” 

Keen’s move to a major label allows 
the rest of America see why he has 
become one of the most popular per- 
formers inthe Lone Star State. ForKeen’s 
fans, the move away from his normal 
sound does not diminish the quality of 
music, and this album is a fine addition 
to his six previous offerings.           
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masterpiece of a movie! its raw 
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of violence and comedy will 

wake up an audience. This is a 
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rattle and surprise.” 
~-Roger Ebert, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES   
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It's a movie that 
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ExcLusive ENGAGEMENT 
Now Stone! 
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NIGHTS 

“Two thumbs up!” 
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v CINEPLEX ODEON 

5100 Wisconsin Ave. N.W. (202) 333 - FILM#788 
Daily: 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:50 
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COURTESY OF ARISTA RECORDS 

Abra Moore—formerly of Poi Dog Pondering—makes anuninspired solodebut. 

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
  

  

With any Ice 
Cream Purchase.    

    

    

    

5 

“America’s Favorite 

Frozen Dessert Shop 

Chain” is proud 

to announce it’s 

newest Caafe 

restaurant. Serving 

“The Finest Ice Cream 
in the World®”, 

Fat Free Frozen Yogurt, 

Low Fat Ice Cream, 

Fat Free Sorbet, Sorbet 

Sippers®, Smoothies, 

Baileys Irish Cream Shakes 

and a great selection of 

very tempting sundaes. [ 

* 

B. exciting Caafe 

products including an 

assortment of baked goods 

and a complete line of 

speciality coffee drinks. 

  

oe 
™ Haagen-Dazs 

GEORGETOWN OPEN LATE 
3120 M Street Weekdays - ‘til midnight 

Next to Manhattan Grill Weekends - ‘til 2:00 am 

Visit our Haagen-Dazs Store in the food 

(203)333-3443 court at Union Station! 

Present this ad for your Free scoop! 

  

AT THE BAIR EVERY FRIDAY 

FROM 3-7 p.rn. | 

With Bargain Appetizers 
and Weekly Beer Specials 

THE TOMBS 

  

"Join Us at 

  

rc al 

for i 
THE Ley FHFacez | 

- $226 361th Sireal, N.W, - (202) 337-6668 
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Moore’s Debut Falters 
By DeJi OkepiJi 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

In the tradition of the Spice 
Girls and Jewel, Abra Moore 

has the one quality that has be- 
come essential for success in the record- 
ing industry today: She’s cute. More 
importantly, however, she wears skimpy 
clothing on her album cover. As for her 
music, she blends so well with the 
alternative pop scene that she has lost 
definition. 

While nothing in Moore’s-debut al- 
bum, “Strangest Places,” is especially 

  

' bad, very little is especially grand. If the 
sound of a Sheryl Crow/Jewel hybrid 
sounds appealing, then Abra Moore is 
definitely worth the listen. 

Raised in Puna, Hawaii, Moore en- 

tered the recording industry as a found- 
ing member of the band Poi Dog Ponder- 
ing, formed at the University of Hawaii 
where she studied. Though the band 
achieved limited success with two al- 
bums released by Columbia Records, it 

never became a true success and later fell 
apart. After touring with Poi Dog, Moore 
settled in Austin, Texas, where much of 
her musical style seems to draw its influ- 

ence. She claims as influences the musi- 

cal legends of Chet Baker, Billie Holi- 
day, Gladys Knight and Tom Petty, 
though her vocal/singing style is very 
different from any of these artists. 

Some notable tracks on the album 
include her first single, “Four Leaf Clo- 

ver.” Thissong hasalready received some 
airplay on the radio and mimics quite 
masterfully the soundsand styles of many 
of today’s other female artists, while at 

the same time Moore adds a guitar mu- 
sical arrangement with a distinctive style 
from Austin. For a debut release, her 
producers could have chosen a less re- 
petitive song. 

The fourth song on the album, “Hap- 
piness,” takes a mere mellow beat 
than the rest of the album’s fast pop 
tempo. “Keeps my Body Warm” is 
where Moore and her instrumental 
accompaniment show some real hope 
for the future. The song has a fast beat 
and is well produced. The song is 
perfect for a debut album. 

Whether you consider the state of the 
alternative pop scene great, average, or 
otherwise, Abra Moore deserves at least 
one listen before eliminating her as an 
alternative. 

Everclear: Nothing New 
From EVERCLEAR, r. |G 
  

- amine” isthe only song from “SoMuch...” 
that rings with the speed and anger of 
“Sparkle and Fade” songs such as “Heroin 
Girl” and “Strawberry Fields.” 

Always conscious of the unfair pres- 
sures on the lower class to “stick with their 
place in life,” Alexakis angrily relates 
story after story through his music, a kind 
of therapy. 
The same frustration comes across with 

moreresignation on “So Much...” Inshort, ’ 
it’s a step back toward Alexakis’ country/ 
folk days in his earlier band, Colorfinger. 

Popularly, of course, none of this will 
make much difference. The lyrics are as 
catchy and heartfelt as ever and a few 
songs are already becoming popular radio 
hits. Songs like “Everything to Everyone” 
and “1 Will Buy You a New Life” are 

guaranteed to throttle radio charts for the 
next few months. 

Everclear is definitely back and will not 
fool around like many of the grunge bands 
that have released albums in this post- 
grunge period. Nevertheless, for many 
people, “So Much...” will not show enough 
growth. It’s good music, but fans have 
been there and done that. 

In all likelihood, “So Much For the 
Afterglow” will get Everclear back in the 
scene and so in that sense it can be seen as 
another “World of Noise” paving the way 
for another great album. The challenge, of 
course, is producing another “Sparkle and 
Fade.” The new album is certainly 
Everclear, but having already sparkled, 
one must wonder if the band is not already 
beginning to fade. , 

Editor's Note: Everclear will perform 
at the 9:30 Club on Sunday, Nov. 16. 
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Where everyone can Still be ¢ a Td 
| 

Join Us After 
The Block Party 

For $2 Pints 

“and Special Hoya Shooters 

Reasonable, Quality American Menu 

$2.50 - $6.00 

11329 Wisconsin Ave - Next to the "Pigs Foot"    
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Are you man enough 
to get into women's cosmetics”? 

  
Are you woman enough 

to get intomen’s fragrance? 

Let your MBA open the door to the growing international world of beauty products. 

L’'Oréal, the world’s largest developer, producer and marketer of cosmetics, is the power 

behind brands such as Lancome, Maybelline, Redken, Ralph Lauren, 

and European Designer Fragrances. 

We are currently seeking qualified MBA candidates to join our marketing department 

in our US Headquarters in Manhattan. Students with Marketing/International majors 

are desirable for the trainee program. However, we do not require a specific major. 

International experience and French language skills are assets. 

L’Oréal will be recruiting on campus October 23 and October 24. 

Please contact the Graduate Placement Office for more details. 

LOREAL 
PARIS 

Recruitment and Development Office, 575 5th Avenue, New York, NY 10017 

www.cosmaircareers.com 
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Show Times 
  

Seven Years in Tibet— 
Fri: 1:45, 5:00, 8:00, 10:50; 
(Sat-Sun: 1:45,4:30,7:30, 
10:30); Mon-Thu: 5:00, 
7:45, 10:30 
InandOut—Fri: 2:00,5:30, 
7:45,10:00;(Sat:2:00,5:30, 

8:15,10:30); Sun:2:00,5:30, 

8:15,10:15;(More Thu: 5:45, 
8:15,10:15) 
L.A. Confidential—Fri: 
5:00,8:00,10:45;(Sat:4:45, 
7:45,10:45);Sun:4:45,7:45, 
10:30;(Mon-Thw:7:30,10:30) 
Playing God— Fri: 2:00, 
5:15, 8:00,10:30; (Sat: 
2:00, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00); 
Sun: 2:00,5:00,7:30,9:45; 
(Mon-Thu: 5:30, 8:00, 
10:00) 
The Peacemaker—Fri: 
1:45,5:15,8:15,10:45;(Sat: 
1:30,5:15,8:00,10:45); Sun: 
1:30,5:15,8:00,10:30;(Mon- 
Thu:5:15,8:00,10:15) 
Devil's Advocate— Fri: 
1:30,5:00,7:45,10:45;(Sat: 
1:30,4:30,7:45,10:45); Sun: 
1:30,4:30,7:45,10:30;Mon- 
Thu:5:00,7:40,10:30 
Rocketman—Fri: 2:00, 
5:15,7:30,9:45;(Sat-Sun: 1:45, 
5:15,7:30,9:45); Mon-Thu: 
5:30,7:30,9:45 
FullMonty—Fri: 1:45,5:30, 
7:45,10:00;(Sat:2:00,5:30, 
8:00,10:15);Sun:2:00,5:30, 

8:00, 10:00;(Mon-Thu: 5:45, 
8:15,10:15) 
TheEdge—Fri-Sun: 1:45; 
Mon-Thue5:00 

Dupont Civema 
1350 19th 
Houseof Yes—1:45,3:45, 
5:45,7:45,9:45 
TheFullMonty—1:302:00, 
3:30,4:00,5:30,6:00,7:30, 
8:00,9:30,10:00 
Myth of Fingerprints— 
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:15,9:15 

FounpRY THEATER 
1055ThomasJefferson 
Austin Powers —Fri, 
Mon-Thu:4:50,7:20,9:50; 
(Sat-Sun: 2:20,4:50,7:20, 
9:50) 
Chasing i,Mon- 
Tue Thu:4:30,7:00,9:30;(Sat- 
Sun:2:00,4:30,7:00,9:30); 
Wed:4:30,9:45 
Contact—Fri,Mon-Thu: 
5:00,8:00;(Sat-Sun:2:00,5:00, 
8:00) 
Face Off—Fri, Mon-Thu: 

4:15,7:00,9:45;(Sat-Sun: 

1:30,4:15,7:00,9:45) 

My Best Friend's 
Wedding—Fri, Mon-Thu: 
4:55,7:25,9:55; (Sat-Sun: 
2:25,4:55,7:25,9:55) 
In the Company of 
Men—Fri,Mon-Thu:4:45, 
7:15,9:45;(Sat-Sun: 2:15, 
4:45,7:15,9:45) 
Career Girls—Fri,Mon- 
Thu:4:40,7:10,9:40;(Sat- 
Sun:2:10,4:40,7:10,9:40) 

Janus THEATER 
1660Connecticut 

The Devil's Advocate— 
FriTue-Thu:4:15,7:00,9:45; 
(Sat-Mon: 1:30,4:15,7:00, - 

945) 
In and Out—Fn, Mon- 
Thu: 4:50, 7:20, 9:50; 
(Sat-Sun: 2:20, 4:50, 
7:20, 9:50) 
Shall We Dance?—Fri, 
Mon-Thu:4:40,7:10,9:40; 
(Sat-Sun: 2:10,4:40,7:10, 
9:40) 

Kev THEATER 
1222 Wisconsin 
Ernesto Che 
Guevera—Mon-Fri: 
5:15,7:15,9:15(Sat-Sun: 
2:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15) 
My Sex Life—Mon-Fri: 
5:15, 8:35; (Sat-Sun: 
1:45, 5:15, 8:35) 
Fire—Fri: 9:25; (Sat-Sun: 
2:00,9:25) 

Score(X}—Mon-Fri: 5:30, 
7:30,9:30;(Sat: 2:30,5:30, 

7:30,9:30) 

Guantanamera—Mon- 
Fri:5:05,7:15,9:25;(Sat-Sun: 

5:05,7:15) 
TenLEy THEATER 
4200 Wisconsin 
| Know What You Did 
Last Summer—2:20, 
4:50, 7:20, 9:50 
PlayingGod—2:10,4:40, 
7:10,9:40 
KisstheGirls—2:00,4:30, 
7:00,9:30 
Union Stamion 9 
S0Massachusetts 
Kissthe Girls—Fri-Sun: 
1:40,5:00,7:45,10:45;(Mon- 

Thu: 1:30,4:35,7:05,10:00) 
| Know What You Did 
Last Summer—Fri-Sat: 
1:20, 4:30, 7:10, 9:40; 
(Sun: 1:20, 4:30, 7:00, 
9:40); Mon-Thu: 1:20, 
5:05, 7:45, 10:05 
Devil's Advocate—Fri- 
Sat: 12:40,4:35,7:40,10:40; 
(Sun: 12:40, 4:15, 7:40, 

10:20x;Mon-Thu:12:40.4:30, 
7:30,10:30 
GangRelated—Fri-Sun: 
1:00,4:00,7:10,10:00;(Mon- 
Thu: 1:00,4:15,7:10,10:00) 
In&Out—Fri-Sat: 11:30, 
1:50,4:00,7:00,9:0010:55; 
(Sun: 12:45, 5:40, 8:05, 

1030;Mon-Thu:12:45,1:10, 
5:40,8:05,10:30 
L.A. Confidential—Fri- 
Sun: 1:10,4:10,7:05,9:45; 

(Mon-Thu: 1:05,4:10,7:00, 
945) 
The Peacemaker—Fri- 
Sun: 1:30; (Mon-Thu: 
130,10:15) 
Soul Food—Fri-Sun: 
12:30,3:10,5:45,8:20,10:50; 
(Mon-Thu: 1:25,5:00,7:40, 
10:15) 
Most Wanted—Fri-Sun: 

4:40,7:30,10:15;(Mon-Thu: 
4:40,7:30) 
Playing God— Fri-Sat: 
1:15, 4:45, 7:20, 9:50; 
(Sun: 1:15, 5:05, 7:20, 
9:30); Mon-Thu: 1:15, 
4:50, 7:20, 9:30 

Uptown 
3426Connecticut 
L.A.Confidential—1:00, 
4:00,7:00,9:45 

West Eno 
110123rd 
Kiss the Girls—2:05, 
4:35, 7.05, 9:35 
SoulFood—2:10,4:40, 
7:10,9:40 
The Peacemaker— 
Mon-Wed:2:00,4:30,7:00, 
9:30;(Thu:2:00,4:30, 
10:10) 
Seven Years in 
Tibet—1:30,4:15,7:00, 
945 ‘ 

Wisconsin AVENUE 
4000 Wisconsin 
Most Wanted—Fri-Sun: 
2:25, 9:55; (Mon-Thu, 
Tue: 2:25) 
TheEdge—Fri-Sun:4:55, 
7:25; (Mon-Thu:4:55,9:55); 
Tue:4:55,10:10 
The Devil's Advocate— 
Fri-Tue, Thu: 1:35, 4:20, 
7:05, 9:50; (Wed: 1:40, 
4:20, 7:20, 10:05) 
TheGame—Fri-Tue, Thu: 
1:50,4:30,7:10,9:50;(Wed: 
1:50,4:30,7:30,10:05) 
In and Out—1:30, 3:30, 
5:30,7:30,9:40 
Soul Food—Fri, Tue-Thu: 
2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 
(Wed: 2:15,4:45,7:30, 
10:00) 
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The Edge 

Boogie Nights 

Devil’s Advocate 

The Ice Storm 

L.A. Confidential 

Most Wanted 

The Peacemaker 

The Game 

Kiss The Girls 

James Belushi, Dennis Quaid 

Alec Baldwin, Anthony Hopkins 

Burt Reynolds, 

Mark Wahlberg 

Al Pacino, Keanu Reeves, 

Charlize Theron 

Kevin Kline, Christina Ricci 

Sigourney Weaver, Elijah Woods 

4 
Kevin Spacey, Kim Basinger, 
Danny Devito 

Keenan Ivory Wayans 

George Clooney, Nicole Kidman 

Michael Douglas, Sean Penn 

~ Morgan Freeman, Cary Elwes 

Title Stars Plot Summary Grade 

Gang Related Tupac Shakur, A flippant urban crime drama starring James Belushi 
and even Tupac Shakur in his final film role before his B 
murder. The film focuses on the dark side of the law and 
what can happen when reality bites back. 

Two men survive a plane crash, but must survive in the 

Alaskan wilderness. They fight the wear, animals, and 
each other. 

Wahlberg (of Marky Mark fame) stars as Dirk Diggler- 
a rising porn star in the 1970s who must deal with the 
drawbacks of stardom in this most unusual of film genres. 

A powerful film that deals with the price of success. 
Reeves struggles with the question as a lawyer who gets 
promised to his firm's Manhattan branch. The Devil — in 
the form of Pacino — has other plans in store for him. 

Well-made film chronicling the age of sex and love: the 

1970s. Married couples mingle with married couples and 

young teenagers awaken their sexuality during an ice 
storm that strikes New England. 

A star-studded cast, set in the ’50s, works as detectives 
in a struggle to find the truth behind a ring of prostitution 
and drugs. This film is highly acclaimed for its action and 
dramatic flair. 

Wayans stars as a Persian Gulf veteran who accepts a 
mission, totally uninformed of it’s consequences. He 
quickly realizes that he’s been set up and that he’ll have 
to act fast to save his own life. 

A bland story about how an intelligence officer and 
doctor team up to catch nuclear thieves in the act. The film 

lacks appeal of any kind. Kidman and Clooney, though 
well-known performers, do little for the film. 

Michael Douglas plays the role of a serious executive 
who must deal with an unusual present from his adven- 
turous brother. The present takes control of his life and 
he questions its reality. 

Morgan Freeman stars as the detective in yet another 
suspense thriller. This movie puts a unique spin on the 
old horror story of poor, helpless women who become 
the prey of a psychotic serial killer. 
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GPB Presents 
  

  

REISS 103 

  7:30 & 10:30 

“Martial Ars” Rafing System 

  
A - Bruce Lee D - Steven Segal 

B - Jackie Chan F- dean-Gauds Van 
| amme 

$3 C - Mr. Miyagi       
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By Micuer GoNzALEZ JR. 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

i film, “Playing God,” is high 
on style but short on sub- 

stance. On the positive side, Duchovny 
plays a drug-addicted former physi- 
cian who drives the most powerful 
vehicle on four wheels: a black El 
Camino. You know, that not-quite-a- 
car, not-quite-a-truck automobile that 
seems to be powered by adrenaline 
rather than gasoline. Too bad the film 
can’t muster as much pickup as the car. 

Duchovny plays Eugene Sands, a 
surgeon so dedicated to helping people 
he takes stimulants to stay alert for his 
rounds. But one night he takes a de- 
pressant to bring him down a little 
and is called in to surgery. The scene 
— shown as a hazy, drug-induced 
flashback— culminates in a two-foot 

| squirtofblood from the chest cavity of 
the patient as Sands hits the floor, 

  

David Duchovny’s new 

    

realizing he’s thrown away his career. 
He drifts through Los Angeles, in 

search of good drugs yet hating himself 
when he finds them. The start of the film 
finds Eugene in a seedy bar that is the 
scene of a mob hit. As a former surgeon, 
Sands saves thethugin MacGyver-esque 
fashion, needing only a water bottle and 

some twine to save the man’s life. 
This take-charge attitude impresses a 

pouty barroom babe who exchanges 
knowing looks with Sands. Claire 
(Angelina Jolie) tells her boyfriend about 
Sands’ work. Her boyfriend, Raymond 
Blossom (Timothy Hutton), is the gang- 
ster-behind-the-gangster that Sands 
helped by being a good Samaritan the 
previous night. Blossom invites Sands 
over and tries to become buddies with 
him. 

Soon the audience realizes Blossom’s 
sinister, far-fetched plot: He wants to 
have a surgeon on call for his gangland 
injuries. Sands is called in to heal 
wounded thugs and is rewarded hand- 

Duchovny Misses Mark with ‘God’ 
somely in return. Eventually, an FBI 
detective — played ridiculously by 
Michael Massee— connects with Sands 
and gets him to help the good guys take 
Blossom down. 

Duchovny’s voice narrates the film, 
and he describes the events with a wry 
sense of humor; this is the kind of smirky 
self-satisfaction that he has perfected 

as Agent Mulder in “The X-Files.” 
But it’s lost here. “Playing God” tries 

to be too outrageous, too much like 
“Pulp Fiction.” 

There is one exception: Sands pays a 
housecall to two of Blossom’s friends 
who live in a trailer on the beach. The 
waste-oids have a corpse in their bed- 
room and demand that Sands “fix” him. 
They show up later in the movie, but by 

then their novelty has worn off. 
“Playing God” is sort of funny and sort 

of entertaining; it’s kind of intelligent 
and fairly stylish. It’s just not really 
good. It’s also not worth the price of a 
ticket: Wait for the video. 

  
COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES 

David Duchovny stars as a wise-cracking doctor, stripped of his license and immersed in gang life, in ‘Playing God.’ 

  
  

  

Melony Serves Up Whimsical Melody 
By Jerr DEMARTINO 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

Melony is all about camp. 
Beyond the ’70s automobile 

cover art and song titles like 
“Barbra Streisand Nose,” Melony uses 
jurassic grunge guitar and ’60s happy-go- 
lucky ooh-ahh melodies to bolster its al- 
bum “Satisfiction.” But any resemblance 
to The Turtles or Temple of the Dog is 
coincidental. Melony has a mix that’s close 

to parody, but the band takes its melodies 
seriously, despite the camp factor. 

Melony derives from the wonderfully 
Swedish tradition of campy pop. Swed- 
ish music is often riotously funny with- 
out having to try,s evidenced both from 
the entire ABBA discography and The 
Cardigans’ recent Muzak cover of Black 
Sabbath’s “Ironman.” Melony carries 
this tradition with style, but uses camp 
only as a base on which to build complex 
melodies. 

Even though Melony utilizes the mu- 
sical cheeze whiz of the past 30 years, it 
is the band’s ability to construct quirky 
rhythms that supports most of the 12 
songs. On the opener “Wearing Shades 
on Rainy Days,” guitarist Peter Kvint 
carries the melody with his slippery 

  

twang, all while grunge guitar and that 
simple ’60s background chorus merely 
bolster Kvint: “Let’s Make a Rainbow” 
sounds like the “Barney” theme, but 

before you can write off the song Kvint 
tries an entirely different chord progres- 
sion than expected. 

When both the 60s and 90s compete 
within a song, it’s often one element that 

tends to save the other. Melony falls into 

three hackneyed power chords on “Tin- 
sel Town Spinster,” but still it’s the 

echoing ooohs that neutralize the grunge 
and save the tune from disaster. 

This ability to innovate saves Melony 
on almost every tune. Only on the most 
derivative of rip-offs does Melony fail 

miserably. “Barbra Streisand Nose” 
sounds like a bad King Missile outtake, 

starting out exactly like “Summer Love” 
from the “Grease” soundtrack and end- 
ing with Kyvint aping his worst Kurt 
Cobain. And the closing number “No- 
vember Blues” is simply heavy grunge 
chords without the quirky Melony back- 
bone. 

Lyrical content is another low point— 
Melony tries to act cutesy with nonsensi- 
cal ‘word combos but ends up making 
about as much sense as a Mentos ad. But 
since Melony scores on so many of the 
tunes, it’s hard to tear apart “Satisfiction.” 

Melony is worth a listen because the band 
innovates amidst stale musical relics. 
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eengenes 

AT THE Y 

K & WISCONSIN STREETS « WASHINGTON, D.C. = (202) 333-2897 

Must be 18 to enter 

AT 10 PnP 21 to drink 

AVAILABLE FOR FRAT Sie * SPRING FLINGS 
AND ALL SOCIAL EVENTS 

: For Bookings 

WebPage: www.mrgreengenes.com (610) 543-0300 
  

  

Oct. 15 

Oct. 16 

Oct. 17 

Oct. 18 

Oct. 21 

Oct. 22 

Oct. 23 

Oct. 24 

Oct. 28 

Oct. 29 

Oct. 30 

Now. 1 

austin   
  

the trip starts now 

SISTER 
This The Trip 

now on sale at 

Greenville, SC Handlebar : 

Charleston, SC Music Farm 

Winston-Salem, NC Ziggy's 

Washington, DC The Bayou 

Baltimore, MD 8 X 10 

Richmond, VA Alley 

Boone, NC Legend's 

Chapel Hill, NC Cat's Cradle 

New York, NY Mercury Lounge 

North Hampton, MA Iron Horse 

New Market, NH Stone Church 

Boston, MA Mama Kin's 
Produced by Danny Kortchmar 

© 1997 Arista Records, Inc., a unit of BMG Entertainment 

  
Management: RobinsonWood, Dallas, TX 

5 

'S    

come in and 

register to WIN 

a sister 7 prize pack. 

0 tour with vertical horizon 

Cat's 

WwWw.sister7.com     

"PRIVACY AT THE CROSSROADS: LAW, TECHNOLOGY, AND PUBLIC POLICY' 
Georgetown University Law Center 
Gewirz Student Center, 12th Floor 

600 New Jersey Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 

Monday, October 20, 9 a.m. - 4p.m. 

9:00 Welcome - Dean Allen, Prof. Levy, Prof. Drake, Prof. Rotenberg 

9:15 The European Union Data Directive 

Moderator: Deborah Hurley, Kennedy School of Government 

Prof. David Flaherty, British Columbia Information and Privacy Commissioner 
Robert Gellman, Information and Privacy Consultant 

Prof. Priscilla Regan, George Mason University 
Prof. Paul Schwartz, Brooklyn Law School 

Prof. Peter Swire, Ohio State University College of Law 

10:45 Privacy and Technology 

Moderator: Prof. Michael Froomkin, Univ. of Miami Law School 

Dr. Ann Cavoukian, Ontario Information and Privacy Commissioner 
Prof. Gary Marx, Woodrow Wilson Center 

Prof. Joel Reidenberg, Fordham Law School 
Prof. Paul Resnick, University of Michigan 

Peter Wayner, Cybertimes 

12:15 Lunch 

1:30 The Future of Privacy 

Moderator: Dean Anita Allen, Georgetown University Law Center 

Prof. Phil Agre, Univ. of California at San Diego 
Prof. Mary Culnan, Georgetown Graduate School of Buisness 

Prof. Helen Nissenbaum, Princeton University 
Prof. Alan Westin, Columbia University 

3:00-4:00 Reception 

Sponsored by 
Georgetown University Law Center 

John F. Connelly Program in Buisness Ethics of the 
Georgetown University School of Buisness, 

Georgetown University Communication, Culture, and Technology Program 
[http://www.georgetown.edu/grad/CCT/], 
Electronic Privacy Information Center 

[http://www.epic.org/] 

For further information on this event, see EPIC's web page at 
http://www.epic.org/events/privacy_gulc/ 
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Write For ThE Hoya Dammit! 
Just Think Of the Stories You'll Be Able To Tell.   
  

aN 

is searching 

for a deadly collector. 

His only hope is 

the woman 

morgan free 

R ire PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN ® kissthegiris.com   kiss the gs 
based on the acclaimed best selling novel 

HRUBY, rrom p. 8G -. 

(In theological circles, this is known as 
“The Problem of Urkel.”) 

I mean, are you going to believe that 
Michael Richards is anyone but Kramer? 
That Tom Selleck is anyone but Magnum, 
P.1.? That Randy “Macho Man” Savage is 
anyonebut Randy “Macho Man” Savage? 

If Richards plays an AIDS patient, | 
don’t expect him to die with dignity. [ 
expect him perish with slapstick. If 
Selleck wants to be “An Innocent Man,” 
fine by me. Just stay one step ahead of 
that crusty old Higgins. And keep the 
Ferarri gassed up. 

If Savage stars as Hamlet, well, I 
expect Horatio is in fora few bodyslams. 

In addition, the big screen can be a 
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(703) 631-1800 

+ MOUNT VERNON 
MULTIPLEX CINEMA 
Alexandria, VA 
(703) 799-1800 
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Oxon Hi 
(703) 998-4AMC 
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JAKEFONES o 
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(703) 318-1800 
«+ REGAL CINEMAS 

COUNTRYSIDE 14 
Sountrysids Shopping Ctr 

Sterling. VA We're the fastest growing unit of a Fortune 500 company. 

We're smart, passionate people inventing the future of education. 

We're entrepreneurs with a mind for business and a heart for kids. 

Are you? 

(703) Foa- 8600 

@ UNITED ARTISTS 
FAIRFAX TOWNE 
CENTER 10 
4110 West Ox Rd. 
Fairfax, VA 
(703) 591-1020 
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SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT. 
NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT 
COUPONS ACCEPTED. ,             

NOW THAT YOUVE FIN 
WED LIKE TO 
  

    

  

FINANCE 5 ACCOUNTING 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

CLOROX   

bIVE YOU THE BUSINESS. 

  

ISHED YOUR EDUCATION, 

As one of just 100 talented F&A professionals in our fast- 

growing $2.5 billion dollar company, you'll feel as if we've 

just handed you the business. But, don't worry, our seasoned 

F&A staff works together as a well-oiled machine. 

As a new hire in the Finance & Accounting Development 

Program at Clorox, you'll get a really unique opportunity to join 

a high-visibility team working on strategic overall company 

operations, right away. We're a premiere international 

manufacturer of over 90 popular consumer products, and 

to maintain our leadership position in a competitive and 

challenging industry, we've developed an incomparable 

rotational program that provides the tools and incentives 

to build on the skills and training you've just. mastered. 

Clorox will give you the chance to experience every facet 

of the F&A challenge in increasingly complex assignments 

throughout various functional areas. And, we're not talking 

traditional new-hire tasks. Along the way, we'll give you a 

hand up. We'll give you an edge, and most importantly, 

we'll give you what it takes to build a career. After 84 years 

in the business, we've learned. To get a lot, you have to 

give a lot. 

COME T0 OUR PRESENTATION AND GET THE INSIDE STORY. 

FINANCE 6 ACCOUNTING-INDERGRADUATES 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 7:30PM - 3:30PM 

GEORGETOWN CONFERENCE CENTER, SALON 

If you are unable to attend, we'd still like to hear from you. 

Send RESUMES by e-mail directly to: College Relations at 

staffing@clorox.com or FAX to: 510-208-2673 or mail to: 

The Clorox Company, Attn: College Relations, P.O. Box 

24305, Oakland, CA 94623. 

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer 

  
October 28, The Georgetown University 

Conference Center, 8:00 p.m. 

www.score.kaplan.com 

Tv 5 Bright Lights Go Dim in the Movies 

telescopic lens when it comes to the flaws 
and foibles of small screen actors. Ted 
Danson was likable enough in “Cheers.” 
But in gems like “Getting Even With 
Dad,” he melted like an ant under a mag- 
nifying glass. With all the charisma of 
asphalt, Danson had nowhere to hide. 

And neither do most television stars. 
In Hollywood, the stakes are too high 
and the pressure too ‘great. And in the 
end, they come crawling back to the 
happy confines of the picture tube. 

Selleck. Caruso. Michael J. Fox. 
Bronson Pinchot. All back where they 
belong. So take heart, Mr. Clooney. You 
can go home again. 

How else do you explain Pauly Shore? 
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COURTESY OF MIRAMAX FILMS 

Parker Poss] is abrightspotinthe otherwise uninspiring film, ‘The House of Yes.’ 

No Acclaim for ‘Yes’ 
By MELissA ANELLI 
Special To THE Hoya 
  

Atfirst glance, director Mark 
8 Waters’ new independent film 
“The House of Yes” has all the 

makings of an intense psychological 
thriller: An insane Jackie-O wanna-be, 
her twin brother, his fiancee, an obviously 

stressed mother and (lest we forget) an 
electrical storm all give the impression 
that a night of intrigue and enchantment 
will ensue. It doesn’t. 
_ Setin Thanksgiving 1981, “The House 
of Yes” looks at the privileged Pascal 
family of Washington, D.C. Comedic at 

"best, the film attempts to probe the myster- 
ies of what is normal or decent. Eighteen 
years ago, on the same day of the John F. 
Kennedy assassination, the family’s patri- 
arch mysteriously disappeared under sus- 
picious circumstances. Unable to separate 
the two incidents, the man’s twin son and 
daughter cling to each other, becoming 
maniacally obsessed with the. events of 
that day. 

When we are introduced to the female 
half, Jackie-O (Parker Posey), she is run- 

ning wildly about her house, attempting to 
, protect the windows from the coming 
storm and babbling incessantly about the 
return of her brother, Marty (Josh 

* Hamilton), for the holidays. It is immedi- 
ately obvious that Jackie-O is deranged 

  

                              

brother’s fiancee Lesly (Tori Spelling) — 
she lets out a blood-curdling scream and 
begins to frantically run around in search 
ofa brush. Setting the clichéd scene for 
a night of harrowing revelations, the 
electricity. goes out and the characters 
are left in the candlelight to discover 

each other’s deepest secrets. 
The film — a feeble conversion of a 

stage play — strives to delve into psycho- 
logical mysteries but comes up terribly 
short. The title is taken to mean that their 
house is one where nothing is impossible, 
where everyone gets what they desire. 
This is clearly evident in Jackie-O; whose 
only distress comes about when some- 
thing she wants is not totally attainable, 
such as the non-platonic love of her twin 
brother... 

Spelling still can’t act, and whatever 

couldbesalvaged inthe movieisruined by 
her portrayal of Lesly, the syrupy-sweet 

fiancee from a backstreet doughnut shop. 
The role is supposed to portray the pure-" 

ness and wholeness that: Marty sought 
upon leaving his ‘house of yes,” but Spell- 
ing is extremely artificial and painful to 
watch. Her attempt at representing virtue 
is, quite frankly, bad. In fact, after watch- 
ing this movie one wonders how much of 
Aaron Spelling’s money was involved in 
its production. 

The brightest spot of the movie, how- 
ever, is Posey’s portrayal of the demented 
Jackie-O. A brilliant up-and-coming ac- 
tress, Posey’s wide array of independent 
film credits include the much acclaimed 
“Dazed and Confused” and “Party Girl.” 
While the plot and character development 
in “The House of Yes” leave much to be 
desired, Posey does a remarkable job in 
her role, giving the audience at least one 
focal point to draw attention from the 
overall quality of the film. She is outra- 
geously funny, making the ludicrous story 
line a bit more intriguing. The pretense of 
an enthralling psycho-drama is exactly 
that: a pretense. Don’t look for this film to 
be grabbing Oscars any time soon. 

EEVES AL PACINO 

But he’s about to lose his soul. 

BT attorney at the world’s most 

powerful law firm has never lost a case. 

Evil has its winning ways. 
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After its self-titled platinum debut, Jars of Clay returns to deliver more chart-topping Christian rock on its new album, ‘Much Afraid.’ 

"PowerTools 
Jars of Clay: 
By JEFF JAYNES 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

“A funny thing happened on 
the radio last year — modern 
rock stations around the country 

began playing a song called “Flood” by a 
little known band named Jars of Clay. 
Also little known by many listeners was 
the fact that both band and song were not 
oriented around the traditional foci of rock. 
Beneaththe heavy guitars were lyrics which 
were focused on love, faith and Jesus 
Christ. Their video made MTV, their self- 

titled album went platinum and fans from 
all walks of life flocked to their shows. 
Indeed many were surprised once they 
arrived to find the message was Christian, 
but they stayed and listened. 

With Jars of Clay, the crossover from 
Contemporary Christian to Modern Rock 
began. The first album mixed acoustic 
sounds with lyrical praises and songs of 
faith, sin and grace. The album quickly 
went platinum. 

This September, the band released its 
heavily anticipated follow-up album, 
“Much Afraid.” Recordedin both London 
and Nashville, it blends the talents of the 

band with the producing talents of Stephen 
Lipson (he previously worked with Annie 
Lennox and Sting — who Jars of Clay 
opened for several times in their ’95-°96 
tour). The two elements combine to offer 

a sound somewhat different from the first 

album but still very good. 
The sound on this album is much more 

electronic than the first album. The first 
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Divine Rock 
song, “Overjoyed,” begins with the old 
acoustic style and then leads into a very 
electric, very catching chorus. The rest of 
the album follows suit. The first single to 

come from the album, “Crazy Times,” is 
another acoustic/electric mix, with a mes- 
sage that we can dll understand: caught in 
a downward spiral of despair, we can’t do 
anythingto pull ourselves out, so we “kneel 
in the dark...to make things right.” 

To the multimedia listener, this CD has 

an added feature: like many new CDs it is 
“enhanced” with a CD-ROM portion. 
While the CD-ROM function is not in- 
credible, it does offer 50 free hours of 
America Online’s services and a link to 
the very good Jars of Clay home page 
(www jarsofclay.com). Thoughitdoesn’t 
add much, the effort and the bow to the 
modern technological age are impressive. 

With “Much Afraid,” Jars of Clay 
fans can rejoice. Though its sound has 
more kick to it than.one might expect, 
the music is much the same, and the 
message retains its spiritual convictions. 
The band’s press release says that the 
band’s lyrics are “soulful...examining 
the universal desire for enlightenment, 
loveand understanding.” You may have 

to know what to listen for to find it but it 
is there. Much like “Flood,” this album 
will reach out and grab you before you 
realize what’s happening. With “Much 
Afraid,” Jars of Clay make their cross- 

over complete. The sound is more rock- 
ing, the message a little more subtle, but 
the statement is clear: “Watch out mod- 
ern rock...here comes Jars of Clay.” 
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Build Your Future With An MBA. 
To control your world, you must possess the right tools. 

Come to Destination MBA, Saturday, October 25 and talk to 
representatives of national and focal MBA programs. 

Meet MBA students and graduates who will share withyou 

valuable information on admissions requirements, available financial 
aid and emerging opportunities for degree holders. 

If you are a talented Native, Hispanic- or African-American, 
we encourage you to attend this seminar for information and 
networking. One place, one time. Free. Pre-registration not 

" Graduate’ rd 

/ 

Management 

Admission 
Council 
Creating Aces to Graduate Business Education” 

  

DMBA Event Day: Saturday, October 25, 1997. 

     Danner i54] Event Location: Capital Hilton Hotel, 16th & K Sts., NW, Washington, D.C. 
- Event Schedule: 9am- 12:00 pm-DMBA Program. 
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DMBA is sponsored in partnership by NBMBAA, NSHMBA and GMAC 
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From TMBG, r. 1G 

performed a short set of chorus-driven 
songs with such original titles as “I Want 
to Drive Your Car.” The duo had a sincere, 
just-trying-to-make-a-living-doing-what- _ 
I-love look as they slaved away at the 
harmonica and drums under the stage’s 
lights. The concert’s second act was Lin- 
coln. Composed of lead singer Christo- 
pher Temple, guitarist and keyboardist 
Dan Miller, bassist Daniel Weinkauf and 

drummer Gonzalo Martinez, Lincoln could 
havebeen picked to open for TMBG based 
on quirky looks alone. Temple’s thick, 
tortoise-shell glasses, Weinkauf’s enthu- 
siastic, bouncy dances and Miller’s occa- 
sional outbursts of laughter during songs 
hinted that Lincoln may shareanoutsider’s 
bond with TMBG. 

Besides sharing a similar image with 
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BM TMBG Energizes Crowd 
to make entertaining songs about topics 
not often explored in popular music. “Bas- 
ketball” is a song from Lincoln’s self- 
titled album in which the band choruses, 
“White girls watching black boys playing 
basketball.” A surprising portion of the 
audience members in front were Lincoln 
fans who could belt out the lyrics to “Bas- 
ketball” and other songs right along with 
Temple. 
TMBG also twice succumbed to the 

audience’s demand for encores. Audience 
interaction culminated with TMBG di- 
recting the formation a giant conga line. 
Strangers held on to strangers and snaked 
around the 9:30 Club to a rousing rendi- 
tion of “Nobody Knows My Name” from 
the “John Henry” album. TMBG proved 
that bouncing to a song about a shoehorn 
with teeth can be just as satisfying an 
experience as attending a Mozart concert 

TMBG, Lincolnalsohastheband’sability — and probably a lot more fun. 
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    Washington   
  

Please join us for a discussion with minority business 
leaders at the Advisory Board Company. Panelists 
will discuss their experiences in the workplace and 
review career opportunities at the Advisory Board; 
a global strategic research firm. We encourage all 
students to bring copies of their resumes. 

Refreshments will be provided. Please RSVP 

to 202-339-6520. 

Minority Career Forum 
  

  

Thursday, October 23, 1997 from 5-7pm 
. The Advisory Board Company, Washington, DC 

The Advisory Board Company 

600 New Hampshire Ave, NW 8th Floor 

Washington, DC 20037 

Phone: 202-672-5600 

Fax: 202-672-5700 

Web: http://www.advisory.com 
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‘Boogie Nights’ Sleazes into Theaters 
By SETH T. PipoT 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

“Boogie Nights” has the 
g dubious distinction of being 

* the first movie ever to offera 

behind: the-scenes look at the porno- 
graphic film industry. The new release 
from New Line Cinema is unsurpassed 
when it comes to showing the glamor, 

humor, horror and absurdity that encom- 
pass the adult film world. That may not 
necessarily be a good thing. 

“Boogie Nights” chronicles the ca- 
reer of Edward Adams (stage name: 

Dirk Diggler), a young, promising and 
anatomically well-endowed high 
school dropout. Dirk’s (Mark 
Wahlberg) sweet personality and 
sexual zeal throw him into the spot- 
light of adult cinema overnight. Along 
with his director (Burt Reynolds) and 
costar (Julianne Moore), Dirk breaks 

new ground in the world of pornogra- 
phy, allowing it to reach its late *70s 
heyday as a campy, yet appealing, art 
form. 

“Boogie Nights” accurately 
chronicles the adult film world, nail- 
ing the way acting, plot development 

  

and cinematography are handled to a 

tee. It gently makes fun of porn clas- 
sics like “Deep Throat” while clearly 
paying homage to the inspiration they 

were for this film. In addition to a 
surprisingly strong performance by 
Wahlberg (who seems to have left his 
days as rapper Marky Mark behind), 
the supporting cast adds a lot to the 
film, filling in the roles of Dirk’s co- 
workers, who form something closer 
to a dysfunctional family than a pro- 
duction staff. However, in spite of all 
this, “Boogie Nights” offers a far less 
entertaining movie-going experience 
than recent publicity would suggest. 

At over two-and-a-half hours, with 
aplot that seems to grope for direction 
and creativity, “Boogie Nights” is a 
remarkably long and tiresome film. 
The first hour encompasses all that 

one could want a movie to have: hu- 
mor, Marky Mark, nudity and great 

70s music. Sadly, after such a great 
start, the story takes a dark and dis- 
turbing turn for the worse. 
Succumbing to the flip-side of plea- 

sure and excess, Dirk and his co-work- 

ers run into trouble with robbery, drugs, 
suicide and even the advent of VHS. 

For the most part, the story tries too 
hard to evolve into an unappealing 
Tarantino-like epic filled with ultra- 
violence. In an uninspiring and point- 
less way, the movie’s focus isremoved 
from the art of filming porn and tem- 

porarily concentrates on the emotional 
turmoil of the characters’ personal 
lives. The end result is a better “film 
than one would expect, but a less en- 

joyable product. 
While it is true the pornography in- 

dustry is not one that deserves reverence 
and glamorization, the tongue-in-cheek 
tone of the first hour serves its purpose 
far better than the melodramatic, close- 
to-preachy second half. The “grit” that 
the director seemed to be striving for 
actually existed throughout the film. Had 
a little more been injected into the be- 
ginning, there would have been no need 
for the hit-the-audience-over-the-head 
message of the end. 

Thankfully, in the last 15 minutes or 
so, redemption arrives, both for the char- 

acters and for the film. But by that time, 
after having restlessly traced through 
the six-year rise and fall of Dirk 
Diggler, the audience is anxious to see 
little besides the roll of the credits. 

Tue HLL 

AND a oS 

S 
Here’s this week’s 

hottest spots in town. 
Don’t say we didn’t let 

you know! 

Friday 

October 17 

  

Last year, The Georgetown Players Improv Troupe 

burst onto the campus theater scene with lively, enter- 
taining shows and, most importantly, members who 

were funny. This year, the troupe hopes to eclipse last 

year’s success. 
Led by returning troupe members James Murray (COL 

’98), Chris Fosdick (SFS 98) and Melissa Dana (FLL 
’00), the Players kick off the ’97-’98 season with tonight’s 
improv show. Just what can you expect from them? Well, 
if last year is any indication, the troupe will most likely 

perform their popular take on the ‘Harold’ skit. 

are $3 and the show starts at 10:30 p.m. For further 

information, contact Anand Chulani at 784-7427. — 

Stephanie Gatton 

After a weak performance last year in Bulldog Alley, 
Georgetown Program Board’s ‘Funniest Act on Cam- 
pus” is returning with classier Gaston Hall digs and a 

big-name host: Saturday Night Live alum Victoria Jack- 
son. Jackson was once a stalwart of the most talented 

SNL cast ever, featuring Dana Carvey, John Lovitz, 
Dennis Miller, Kevin Nealon and Phil Hartman. But not 

much has happened for Jackson since then. She just 
released a children’s CD entitled “Ukelele Lady.” Oh 
well — maybe Jackson’s falling star will meet some 
rising ones. 

GPB has also made the competition more broad by 

The Improv Show will be held in Bulldog Alley. Tickets - 

increasing both the number of acts (from four to eight) and 
switching the focus-from stand-up comedy to a variety of 
stand-up and skits. Judges this year include Dean Gallucci, 
Brendan Hurley, S.J., the Improv Comedy Club’s John Xereas, 

GUSA President John Cronan, the ubiquitous Lev Babiev and 

the GPB Gorilla. With both an administrator and a Jesuit in the 

room, don’t expect the performers to drop the same kind of F- 
bombs and potty humor as they did last year. First prize is 
$200 and a chance to perform at the Improv. Second prize is 
dinner at the Tombs and Improv tickets, and third prize is free 
tickets to GPB events. 

“Funniest Act on Campus” will be tonight, 8:30 p.m., in 
Gaston Hall. Tickets are $4 with a Student Advantage card, 

$6 in advance and 38 at the door. — Jeff DeMartino 

Saturday 

October 18 

Every once in a while, people feel the need to wake up in the 

morning and head downtown on a weekend day to drink 

themselves into a fumbling, bumbling stupor. 
That every once in a while is this weekend. Over 15 

Washington bars are participating today in the 6th annual 

Cap-City Fall Crawl, benefitting Martha’s Table. Establish- 
ments include Froggy Bottom Pub, Tequila Grill, Lulu’s, The 

Cellar, The Crow Bar, Ha’ Penny Lion and Rumors. Here's 
your opportunity to experience what’s on tap in the District’s 
downtown bars while getting a chance to step beyond M 

Street for your drinking pleasure. 
Registration for the Crawl runs from 12-6 p.m. at either 

Mister Days or Rumors. The Entrance Fee is $7 with two cans 

of food for Martha's Table, $10 for the empty-handed. The 
Crawl runs from 12:30-9:30 p.m. For further information, 
call (800) 42-CRAWL. — Seepanic Gatton 

  

  
COURTESY OF GPB 

Victoria Jackson brings her comedic talent to Georgetown 

to host GPB'’s ‘Funniest Act on Campus’ tonight. 
  

  

By STEPHANIE GATTON 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

As unthinkable as it may seem, there 
was life before Starbucks. For years, 
Americans survived without a daily 
caffeine fix at the nearest coffeehouse. 

Now look at what’s happened: You 
can’t go a mile in this city without 
passing at least one branch of the cof- 
fee kingdom’s chain. 

The folks over at Teaism are hoping to 
have a similar success, but they serve 
caffeine ofa differentbreed. Located inthe 
eclectic Dupont Circle neighborhood; 
Teaism is a first for D.C. — a tea house, 
offering exotic blends and Asian-style 
cuisine in a beautiful setting. 

Teaism is a two-level restaurant, witha 
small dining room upstairs that seats 
roughly 30 people. Downstairs, there are 
only 10 additional seats, since Teaism 
relies heavily on customers-on-the-go. 

In choosing the look of the restau- 
rant, it seems co-owners Michelle Brown 

and Lisa Orr (SES 87) couldn’t make up 
their minds on which motif'to implement. 
As a result, diners sit on backless stools 
covered with Japanese fabric, gaze out at 
Connecticut Avenue bustle through turn- 
of-the-century windows, order food at an 
industrial counter and listen to jazz music 
while they eat. 

Teaism operates as a mix between 
sit-down and fast-food service. Every- 
thing happens at the counter. Custom- 
ers place their orders, are given an 

order number , and pick up their food 
on a plastic tray at the counter. Diners 
are automatically given chopsticks — 
not silverware. If you don’t want to 
risk flinging your food from your chop- 

Restaurant Review: Teaism 
sticks to the restaurant floor, forks and 
knives are available at— you guessed 
it — the counter. 

The staff is superb and more than 
willing to guide new clients through 
the way things work at Teaism. Since 
much of the menu may need some 
explaining, this is a valuable amenity. 

With such importance placed on 
tea, it comes as no surprise that Teaism 
offers over three dozen blends, grouped 
into five categories. Typical black teas 
are popular. The shop also offers green 
teas, white teas and oolong teas. Ti 
Guanyin, a Taiwanese tea, is a house 

favorite, butis only available intwo-ounce 
take-home packages for $14.75. 

Teaism’s signature drink is Chai, 
an Indian black tea brewed with cin- 
namon, ginger and cloves and mixed 
with milk and sugar. Chai looks a lot 
like coffee, but don’t be fooled. This 
drink substitutes the harshness of black 
coffee with a soothing taste. Chai is 
offeredina mug for $1.75, orinatake- 

home package for $3. 
In addition to the teas served, Teaism 

offers'a small but varied breakfast and 
dinner menu. For dinner, customers can 
either choose from Chinese stir-fry dishes, 
Ochazuke (Japanese rice and tea soup), 
Bento Boxes and a make-your-own-meal 
menu. The Vegetable Indian Curry Stir 
Fry ($6.75) is a bit on the spicy side, but 
notas hot as Chicken Thai Curry ($7.25). 

Served with rice, the veggie dish in- 
cludes potatoes, eggplant, tomatoes, on- 
ions, ginger, garlic past, masala and a 
“special” sauce. If you have a low toler- 
ance for spices, make sure you order the 
Iced Jasmine tea ($1.75) — it comes 
with free refills. 

  

  

What Teaism has come to be known 
for, aside from tea, is its delicious 
breakfast menu. If you’re in the mood 
for something salty, then either the 
Cilantro Scrambled Eggs ($3.75) or 
Cilantro Scrambled Tofu ($4) isa good 
choice. The Sourdough Waffle ($3.75), 
though, is an orgasm of the mouth. 
Served fresh off the griddle with 
sprinkled powdered sugar and a small 
handful of purple grapes for garnish, the 
waffle is tasty and filling. The Sweet 
Naan ($1.75), a type of flatbread served 
with brown sugar, is a great idea, but the 
piece I received was slightly burnt, mak- 
ing it the only down point of my breakfast. 

If you’re still hungry after your meal, 
Teaism offers some tempting desserts: 
Chocolate Creme Brulee ($3.75) and the 
Kayak Cookie ($1.60), which includes 
raisins, oatmeal and a pinch of salt. 
Teaism’s tangy Ginger Scones — sold at 
90 cents for two—are the perfect morning 
snack or companion with almost any tea. 

Teaism shirks conventionality. 
Walk through its doors and you step 
into somewhere else— not quite Asia, not 

quite America. It remains the only legiti- 
mate tea house in Washington, and thrives 
amidst dozens of coffee casas. Ironically, 
its next-door neighbor is— you guessed it 
— Starbucks, one of three within seven 
blocks. Yetina year from now, we may be 

rushing not for that Frappucino but that 
Chai. You never know. 

Editor's Note: Teaism.is located at 
2009 R St., two blocks north of Dupont 
Circle. Hours of operation are Monday- 
Thursday: 8 a.m:-10p.m., Friday: 8 a.m.- 
11 p.m., Saturday: 9 a.m.-11 p.m. and 
Sunday: 9 a.m.-10 p.m. For further infor- 
mation, call (202) 667-3827. 

  
WiLLiam BROWNLOW/ THE Hoya 

Teaism — with its Asian-style cuisine and dozens of tea blends — makes for a perfect afternoon eating spot. 

  
October 20 

One of the most sultry voices in music comes to town 

tonight. That would be the voice of k.d. lang, a woman who’s 

made her mark in the industry with powerful, evocative songs 
such as “Constant Craving” and “Sexuality.” Her talent is not 

  

to be missed. 

k.d. lang performs at the George Mason Center for the Arts 
Concert Hall. For tickets, call (202) 432-SEAT. — Stephanie 

Gatton 

Tuesday 

October 21 

  

If you're in the mood to watch the World Series with 
friends, but you just don’t have a large enough room or TV, 

then head on down to Bulldog Alley tonight at 8 p.m. WGTB 
will be sponsoring an evening of food, drink and free stuff 
while you sit back and enjoy Game Three of the World Series. 

For further information, contact Matt Schmidt at 687-3702. 

— Stephanie Gatton 

GILLIAN BURGESS/THE HovA 

The Georgetown Players WoBey Troupe trades books for laughs tonight at its first show of the year. 

  

Plus:   

WaAT TO0 EXPECT NEXT 

WEEK FROM 

THE GUIDE 
CONCERT REVIEWS: 

s Sarah McLachlan 

_ «God Street Wine 

MOVIE REVIEWS: 

» “A Life Less Ordinary” 

* “Fairytale: A Love Story” 

. “Telling Lies in America” 

THEATER REVIEW: 

* “Uncle Vanya” at the Round House 

* A review of tonight's Improv show 

« Art and Book Reviews     

 


